A NEW READING FOR THE ABBASID Dīnār IN THE NAME OF CALIPH AL-MU‘TAMID ‘ALA ALLĀH (AH 256-279) MINTED IN AL-MA‘ŠŪQ 271 AH

Abstract

The case of a dīnār minted in 271 AH recording the name of the heir of the Caliph al-Mu‘tamid ‘alà Allāh (256-279 AH), al-Mufawwaḍ ilà Allāh (256-278 H), and an enigmatic mint place is discussed in the paper. The Author attempts to offer a new reading of the toponym of the mint using literary sources. The love-story between al-Mu‘tamid and a Bedouin girl, seems to unveil the identity of the mysterious mint.
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A curious description of an ‘Abbasid dīnār dated 271 AH/AD 884-885 (W. 4.18 gr; D. 28 mm; pl. 1) appeared in the Spink auction 134/ 13 July 1999, Lot #345 (currently in the Yahyà Ja’far Collection).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obverse</th>
<th>Reverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Field</strong></td>
<td><strong>Field (within double circle)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>لا الله إلا</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الله وحده</td>
<td>محمد</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>لا شريك له</td>
<td>رسول</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>المفوض إلى الله</td>
<td>الله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inner margin</strong></td>
<td><strong>Margin (Qur’ān IX, 33)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بسم الله ضرب هذا الدينار بالمشعوق بربذة (حق)</td>
<td>محمد رسول الله ارسله بالهدى ودين الحق ليظهره على كله ولو كره المشركون</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أمير المؤمنين سنة إحدى وسبعين ومائتين</td>
<td>(Qur’ān XXX, 4-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outer margin (Qur’ān XXX, 4-5)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الله المر من قبل ومن بعد ويومنذ يفرح المؤمنون بنصر الله</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cataloguer expertly identified the piece as being minted in an eastern mint, relying for his assumption on the mention of the name al-Muwaffaḍ ilà Allāh – who was then the heir to the ‘Abbasid Caliph al-Mu’tamid ‘alà Allāh (256-279 AH/AD 869-892). The Caliph, father of al-Muwaffaḍ ilà Allāh, gave him control of the whole region from Samarcanda eastwards. However the actual mint name was unfamiliar. This made its reading not easy. Moreover it was noted that the title Amīr al-mu’minīn unusually appeared in the date formula¹.

According to Yaḥyà Ja’far, the mint name was later identified by the late Dr. Mohammed al-Jazzar of Amman (Jordan), as: al-Maš’ūq. In 2007 Nahd Daftar attempted to read he inner legend on the obverse as follows:

بسم الله ضرب هذا الدينار بالمشعوق ... أمير المؤمنين سنة إحدى وسبعين ومائتين

Daftar noted that al-Maš’ūq is a palace commissioned by al-Mu’tamid for his beloved Bedouin girl in Surra man ra’a².

---


In 2009 Yaḥyà Jaʿfar attempted a new interpretation of the whole inner legend of the obverse; it reads:

بسم الله ضرب هذا الدينار بالمشعوق تبركة من أمير المؤمنين سنة إحدى وسبعين ومائتين

Yaḥyà Jaʿfar explained his reading of the word *tabrika* as for *baraka*, that is “blessing” or “benediction” (received from the Caliph). He also pointed out that: «al-Mašʿūq is the name of a lavish palace, situated about 8 Km from the town of Samarra, that was built by the Caliph al-Muʿtamid who assigned the building task to one of his servants, ‘Alī b. Yahyà al-Munajjim. Although it is not known exactly when its building started, it is believed that this coin provides the completion date – as it was, very likely, struck in an in-house mint and distributed to commemorate this occasion».

Giulio Bernardi, in his *Corpus*, classified according to the Spink’s reading of the mint name (that is: *al-muʿminīn*).

As for me, I asked for a new picture of this puzzling *dīnār* to Yaḥyà Jaʿfar and he sent it to me adding that he could not read the name of the mint correctly. I attempted to read the full legend in the inner margin of the obverse (fig.1-2), as follows:

بسم الله ضرب هذا الدينار بالمشعوق حما ( حق) أمير المؤمنين سنة إحدى وسبعين ومائتين

In this paper I will discuss my new reading in the light of historical, literary and geographical sources. Therefore it seems important to mention the sources from which we know the palace of *al-Mašʿūq*, the date of its erection and for how long it survived. They are: Yaqūṭ al-Ḥamawī (d. 626 AH/AD 1229) and Muḥiy al-Dīn Ibn ʿArabī (d. 638 AH/1240 AD).

Yaqūṭ al-Ḥamawī describes *al-Mašʿūq* in this way:

المفعول من العشق ، وهو اسم لقصر عظيم بالجانب الغربي من دجلة قبالة سامرا في وسط البرية باق إلي الآن،ليس حوله شئ من العمران،يسكنه قوم من الفلاحين، إلا أنه عظيم مكين محكم لم يبن في تلك البقاع علي كثرة ما كان هناك من القصور غيره،وبين تكريت مرحلة،عمره المعتمد على الله، وعمر قصراً  آخر يقال له الأحمدي،وقد خرب

*Al-Mašʿūq* [which is derived from the Arabic word ‘Ishq = عشق “Love” thus al-Ma’ashūq means “the beloved”] is *the name of a great palace on the western bank of the Tigris toward Samarra in the middle of the wilderness which exists until now. It is not in the vicinity of any other building and

---

it is inhabited by some peasants but it is well built and impregnable. Nothing was built as well in that area despite many other palaces which were built in that area. Some distance from Tikrit, was built by al-Mu'tamid ala Allah who also built another palace called al-Ahmadi which no longer exists.

Ibn 'Arabī, in his turn, says:

في خبر ظريف في الحنين إلى الوطن:وقالت بعض بنات الأعراب: روتني صاحبة القصر الذي على شاطئ دجلة قبالة سامراء يقال له عاشق ومعشوق. وكان قد عشقها بعض الخلفاء فتزوجها، ونقلها من البادية، فتغير عليها الحال. وكانت تحن إلى ما نشأت عليه، فبيني لها هذا القصر، وأمر بالإبل والغنام أن تحلب بكرة وعشية على باب قصرها في البرية، فأنست بعض أنس، فدخل عليها الخليفة يوماً وهي تبكي وتقول:

صروف النوى من حيث لم تك ظنَت
بنجِد فلم يُقضي لها ما تمنَت
وطيبه وبرد حصاه آخر الليل حنَت
وانة سحيراً ولولا أنتاها لحنَت
وأيدها في الخالد بل كفتها وأنت لها.

فذكر أنه قال لها: أحقَي بأهلك بكل ما معك فسرت ولحقت بأهلها.

So we can deduce from both texts some important historical information we can sum up as follows:

1) The Caliph al-Mu'tamid 'alà Allāh (even if Ibn ‘Arabī does not mention his name), loved a Bedouin girl and built a palace for her calling it al-Maš‘ūq (or 'Ašūq);

2) The girl the Caliph al-Mu'tamid fell in love with, was from the wild region of al-Najd in Arabia;

3) This girl suffered of home-sickness as she never got used to the city and the Caliph erected for her a palace in Samarra to simulate the environment in al-Najd;

4) The Caliph al-Mu'tamid 'alà Allāh ordered to put around the palace a vast land where Bedouins could stay together with their goats, sheep and occasionally camels. He ordered that the Bedouins would have milked the animals every morning and evening by the door of the palace so that his beloved girl would have felt at home looking at an environment exactly alike to that she grew up in;

---

5) The girl enjoyed for a while this fictional situation but she was missing her life in the wild feeling not at ease in a palace. The Caliph became aware of her sadness hearing the poems she recited and finally he ordered to bring her back to her native region and to her family.

It is in the context of this episode of the reign of the Caliph al-Mu'tamid ‘alà Allâh that we can put the production of the dînár in the palace called al-Maš’īq. Looking at the map of the city of Samarra and its environments (fig. 3) one can observe that al-Maš’īq was a palace built on the West bank of the Tigris, in the desert7 where no other constructions, before or after, were built8.

The fact that al-Mu'tamid tried to simulate in Iraq the desert Arabian region of al-Najd could perhaps explain part of the legend of the coin: the words Rabaḏa ḥimā or Rabaḏa ḥaqq recall the site known as himà al-Rabaḏa in the region of al-Najd, the birth place of the Bedouin girl he loved. It is useful, at this point, to recall the meaning of the Arabic term himà, according to the definition of the word given by Yaqūt9:

A himà can be defined as a pastoral area on which grazing is prohibited; legally the term denotes a protected area that has to be preserved from overgrazing. Once a ḥimà is declared, only certain animals are allowed to graze in it. This legislation was instituted by the Prophet Muḥammad (May the peace be upon Him) in order to protect particular areas for the benefit of the newly-established Muslim state and in view of abolishing pre-Islamic pastoral practices.

The ḥimà of al-Rabaḏa was one of the most important pastures in the Islamic state from the time of the Rightly Guided (rāšidūn) Caliphs until the first period of the ‘Abbasid era. All the historical references available support the evidence that the Caliph ‘Umar b. al-Khaṭṭāb (d. 23 AH/AD 644) was the first to impose restrictions on the pastures around al-Rabaḏa in 16 AH/AD 637. The area was reserved for camels which would have been used for charitable endowments and also for well-kept horses to be used in the furtherance of Muslim warfare (jihād). This situation lasted

---

8 This detail is coherent with Yaqūt’s statement that: «[the palace of al-Maš’īq] is not in the proximity of any other building» cf. YAQŪT AL-ḤAMAWĪ, Mu’jam al-buldān, cit.
until the first ‘Abbasid era (fig. 4) but the pastoral area of al-Rabaḍa was still standing until 319 AH/AD 931 – when it was destroyed.

So the palace of al-Maš’ūq, built near Samarra, simulating the desert area of the al-Najd region where the ḥimā al-Rabaḍa area was, appears on the dīnār as:

المعشوق بربذة حما (حق) أمير المؤمنين

CONCLUSION

The dīnār discussed in this paper completes the circle of information around this palace with its historical evidence, its important legend sheds light about the circumstances that brought about the construction of the palace of al-Maš’ūq and matches with other information, recorded in different sources. The palace of al-Maš’ūq represents an important aspect of the social and private life of the caliphs during the second ‘Abbasid period – a period famous for its extravagancy and its luxurious buildings, as it is the case of al-Maš’ūq. The specimen presented here mentions the date of completion of the al-Maš’ūq palace in 271 AH/AD 884-885, therefore it can be considered the only source providing this piece of information. Moreover this coin provides the precise name for the site of the palace, that is: al-Maš’ūq bi-Rabaḍa ḥimā (ḥaqq) amīr al-mu’minīn.

Figure 1 – Obverse, inner margin

Figure 2 – The mint-name
Figure 3 – al-Mašʿūq Palace situated about 8 km from the town of Samarra

Figure 4 – Map of al-Rabaḍa
PRODUCTION OF DIRHAMS AT THE MINT OF DAMASCUS (DIMASHQ) IN THE FIRST FOUR CENTURIES OF ISLAM AND THE QUESTION OF NEAR EASTERN METALLIC ZONES*

Abstract

An examination of 159 hoards with 1822 dirhams minted at Damascus during the first four centuries of Islam sheds much light on a number of important questions regarding the economic history of the Near East during the Umayyad, ‘Abbāsid, and Ikhshīdid eras. Using the hoard-count method of estimating mint outputs, it has been determined that the Damascus mint was significantly active only during the Umayyad period, a time when the city was the capital of the caliphate. Having no local silver mines and lacking revenue transfers from the provinces after 127 H, Damascus was, at best, a marginal mint for the production of dirhams. However, because Syria and the eastern Mediterranean region in general fell into a gold-copper metallic zone during the period in question, it is surprising that Damascus was at all an important mint when the city was the capital of the Islamic world.
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* The core finding of this inquiry were presented at the Symposium on Islamic Numismatics, From the 8th to the 11th Century, held at the Danish Institute (November 5-7, 2007), Damascus, Syria. Since then, the study has been expanded and modified in certain areas. I should like to thank Dr. Michael Bates of the American Numismatic Society for kindly reading through the original draft of this paper and offering various suggestions.
INTRODUCTION

A great deal can be learned about economic and social history through the study of coin production at given mints during certain periods. Above all else, until quite recently precious or semi-precious metals (gold, silver, and copper) were essential for the issue of coins. Therefore, a certain measure of wealth on behalf of their emitters is presumed, since it required access to these valued commodities. However, the absence or paucity of copper, silver, or gold coin production should not be mistaken as evidence for the dearth of these metals or poverty in societies. In the same way, the minting of coins cannot always be deemed as an indicator of affluence or surplus of the required metals. With these observations made, societies that did mint coins obviously had access to the metals needed for their manufacture and, generally speaking, did so when there was demand for it: coins were issued for a reason, to fulfill a special function in a specific place. Although it is usually possible to determine who emitted coins, when and where, reasons why they were produced often remains unknown. Nonetheless, having answers to the former three questions can sometimes offer some clues to address the latter question – why they were minted?

In themselves, coins fulfill two salient economic purposes: stockpile wealth and serve as media for exchange. But, reasons for producing coins are many, and far from all are related to economics. Thus, while state or private mints may have released coinage for the collection of taxes or at the request of certain members of their societies for economic reasons (e.g., merchants who needed coins to conduct commercial operations), they were also minted by or at the request of governments to cover state expenses (e.g., pay soldiers or builders of construction projects). But,

---


2 For instance, keeping with the theme of early Islamic history: during the Civil War in 196 H. Caliph al-Amīn, who was short of cash, issued to his supporters vials of perfume as payment, but later melted down silver and gold vessels for the minting of coins; see, Masudi, *The Meadows of Gold: The Abbasids*, tr. and ed. P. Lunde and C. Stone (London: Routledge, 1989), 150, 156. In other words, “wealth” and “surplus” of precious metal supply is always relative.

3 As it concerns the early Islamic world, somewhat recently H. Kennedy has suggested that mints were established in Syria in the late seventh century and coins issued there and elsewhere were specifically designated as payments of the military; see, his *The Armies of the Caliphs: Military and Society in the Early Islamic State* (London-New York: Routledge, 2001), 68-71.
coins were also issued for political and religious reasons. Since the coin’s surface could be inscribed with meaningful legends or images, they served as the preeminent medium for disseminating ideology/propaganda in pre-modern times. Yet, although coins were not always minted for economic purposes, almost as soon as they were produced they came to perform such functions since their owners used them to stock capital and act as vehicles in the exchange of goods and services. Whatever the reasons for their issue, understanding levels of coin production at certain mints during specific timeframes can reveal much about the state of the economy and society where they were emitted. These findings are especially useful for the study of societies and eras for which other primary sources are unreliable, limited, or unavailable, such as for the early Islamic period.

The present study is dedicated to the production of dirhams – medieval Muslim silver coins – at the mint of Damascus (Dimashq) during the first four centuries of Islam. This inquiry is one of a series of studies that have attempted to explore early Muslim dirham emission at various mints across the Islamic world. Previous works have examined mints of Iberia, central Asia, northern Iran, and the middle Volga basin, operated by the Spanish Umayyads, Sāmānids, Buwayhids, Ziyārids, Amīrs of Dāmīghān, Bāwandids, Justānids, Sīmjūrids, Zaydī Imāms of Hawsam, and Volga Bulğārs. What has been lacking, however, is a study dedicated to the emission of

---


dirhams at an eastern Mediterranean/western Near Eastern Islamic mint, or the region of Greater Syria/Bilād al-Shām. Since Damascus was the capital mint for most of the Umayyad era and continued to be an important city of the Muslim civilization in later times, it would be most attractive and appropriate to begin such a study with its production of dirhams during the first four centuries of Islam, which will span the Umayyad as well as the ‘Abbāsid and Ikhshīdid eras.6

*   *   *

There are two principal methods available to study mint outputs. One, the “die-count” approach, provides data on the absolute or projected total production of each mint based on the estimates of the number of coins that could have been struck with an individual die or stamp used for striking coins.7 The other is the “hoard-count” method, which relies on calculating the relative number of coins produced in light of the total number of pieces preserved in hoards or coin deposits. It rests on the assumption that the coins in hoards constitute a very good index or sample of mint output, a supposition whose theoretical soundness was demonstrated by Bengt Thor-

---

6 It should be noted that the Qarāmiṭa/Qarmaṭīs (ca. 358-367 H.) also struck dirhams at Damascus (361-362, 364-365, and 367 H.). But, aside from there being so very few of these coins, they are also not found amongst the hoards recorded in the catalogue that is used for the database of this study. Therefore, this issuing body will be omitted from the present inquiry. For these coins, see A. Vardanyan, “From Sectarians to Politicians: Twelve Years of Qarmaṭid Military Activity in Syria, Palestine and West Arabia (357-368/967-978),” Revue Numismatique 167 (2011): 423-50.

It is true that the method has its drawbacks, if improperly utilized, i.e., not considering the context of the hoard’s find-spot and using a limited quantity of hoards for such a study. Thus, Lutz Ilisch correctly observes that there are fundamental problems with this approach when working with medieval Near Eastern coin deposits, due to their general poor state of preservation. Indeed, with the exception of a minority of hoards that were discovered in “controlled environments” – mostly archaeological excavations – many deposits from the Near East are dealer’s hoards, i.e., they were found under unknown circumstances in unspecified places and offered for sale to dealers who acted as intermediaries between the finders and final buyers. Aside from the problem of not knowing the exact place or even approximate find-spot of these hoards, they are often broken up and partially dispersed. In order to raise the price of hoards, finders or middlemen sometimes add additional coins that were not part of the original deposit. In this way, the hoard becomes “contaminated” and, hence, of greatly diminished value for research. Nevertheless, because hoards found in “controlled” situations are rare in the Near East, it is necessary to turn to dealer’s hoards for additional evidence. Having made this note of caution, it needs to be underscored that the use of all of the Near Eastern hoards and their dirhams may well alleviate significant inaccuracies in the statistical results. To put it simply, using a large pool of data increases the likelihood that the generated statistics would reveal the larger, general patterns and expose aberrations.

It is possible to increase the statistical viability of the hoard-count method by examining not only Near Eastern hoards, but the many others found in other areas of Afro-Eurasia, particularly in eastern Europe (Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus) and the Baltic where some 73 percent of all dirhams have been discovered, although it is true that by far most Damascus dirhams have been discovered in Near Eastern hoards. While adding to the total number of dirhams and hoards that can be studies, there are problems with the deposits from the Northern lands as well. Hence, while many hoards from eastern Europe have been well studied and published, there are a number that have received inadequate attention. Also, although the huge number of hoards and dirhams found in Sweden have been very well studied, as those found in the Baltic States and Finland, deposits discovered in other Baltic lands suffer from massive fragmentation, something that complicates their identification; this is a particularly acute problem for deposits of Poland, Germany, and Denmark. But, with all these real problems

---


observed, statistically the data that is available is more than adequate, due to its shear volume. Moreover, there is no reason to think that scholars who identified (or not) the dirhams found in these Northern lands’ hoards specifically excluded those minted at Damascus from their studies. Nor is there any reason to believe that these particular coins were fragmented more often than any others. In other words, it is most unlikely that the relative numbers of Damascus dirham found in deposits of eastern Europe and the Baltic are in any significant way skewed in relations to their absolute volumes or relative numbers vis-à-vis others. Altogether, as will be discussed below, when taking all of the hoards together from all regions of Afro-Eurasia, 159 of them contained 1797 dirhams from Damascus. In view of this quite substantive volume of hoards and coins, it will be posited that, on the balance, it is more than possible to construct a reliable and statistically sound database for the study of dirham production at the mint of Damascus.

While the hoard-count approach does not provide data on the absolute output of a mint, as does the die-count technique, it can shed much light on the general patterns of mint production for specific years coins were emitted. Of course, it would be most desirable to have both types of studies (die-count and hoard-count) conducted for any given mint. Alas, when dealing with early Islamic numismatic, die-count inquiries are not available for the vast majority of mints and it is most unlikely that this needed subject of inquiry will be addressed anytime in the near future.10 Nor can any corpus of early Islamic coins be of utility for the study of mint outputs. Even the most comprehensive and extensive museum or numismatic collection catalogues and sylloges cannot be used for such a study, since their assemblages do not constitute large-scale groupings of random coin finds. Indeed, quite to the contrary: such collections are usually amassed through careful, selective gathering of single coins by issuing authorities, mints, years, types or rare and well-preserved specimens. For example, if one consults M.G. Klat’s Catalogue of the Post-Reform Dirhams or N.D. Nicol’s Syllloge of Islamic Coins in the Ashmolean, one would come to the conclusion that Damascus regularly emitted dirhams under the Umayyads, which, as will be seen, was not at all the case.11 Context is missing when consulting such lists, since

10 It should be noted that in the very few cases when die- and hoard-count examinations have been carried out for specific mints, such as for specific years of dirham issues from Samarqand and al-Shāš, statistics have revealed that both methods collaborate and substantiate each other. See, KOVALEV, “The Mint of al- Shāš,” 50 and G. RISPLING, “The Earliest Samanid Silver Coinage at Samarqand and al-Shash According to a Die-Study” (1998-11-27) [unpublished]. Also, see RISPLING, “Stampkalkyl over mynt från Samarkand,” p. 47 and n. 3 on pp. 55-56, where he discusses the merits of using both methods as well as makes observations regarding the above study.

they do not offer the relative figures of one year of production verses another. The same can be said about the otherwise most useful S. Album’s *A Checklist of Islamic Coins*: all that can be gained from it is data on the relative rarity of some coins over others. And, even when published collections or catalogues do contain hoards – even large ones – that can be used to study the output of certain mints, it is never certain that any one of them are representative of the larger picture of coin outputs: the mint and date profiles of coins in any given hoard may be “anomalous” rather than “typical” due to or the result of when and where the hoard was assembled and deposited (not speaking of the problems of “contaminated” deposits).

In sum, at least for the present, no other methodology is available to seriously address the production of dirhams for the first four centuries of Islam at Damascus other than the hoard-count method. As indicated above, to increase the reliability of this approach it is necessary to turn to multiple hoards, coming from as wide a geographic and chronological range as possible. The database devised for this study provides just such a tool.

SURVEY OF NUMISMATIC DATA USED IN THE STUDY AND BASIC OBSERVATIONS

The data for this study derives from the nearly finished for publication complete catalogue of dirham hoards (defined as a deposit of coins with five or more dirhams) from across Afro-Eurasia dating from ca. 700 to ca. 1100 C.E. Presently, the volume contains about half a million dirhams, deriving from more than 1650 hoards (published and unpublished) that have been discovered as far as Portugal and Ireland in the west, Afghanistan in the east, Oman in the south, and Norway in the north. Of its 1650+ coin hoards, 159 or 9.6% contain post-reform dirhams issued by the mint at Damascus.

All of the hoards with Damascus dirhams were deposited between the first quarter of the eighth and the first quarter of the eleventh century C.E., or over the course of some 300 years. The 159 hoards yield at least 1822 dirhams from the mint. Because the exact quantities of dirhams struck at various mints are not always reported, it is often difficult to discern their exact numbers. Sometimes, all that is reported is that “some” dirhams struck at such- and-such mint in such-and-such hoard were found. In such cases, I have taken the

---

this total, 1176 can be dated to precise years (e.g., 93 H.); 621 can only be assigned to specific dynasties or rulers; and, all that is known of the remaining 25 coins is that they were struck at Damascus sometime during the first four centuries A.H. Thus, the available sample provides 1797 (1176+621) datable dirhams with which to work. These figures, along with the 159 hoards, thus become the main database for the study of Damascus’ mint output (Table II). It should be noted that the number of dirhams from this mint used in the present study is not absolute, since the stray or single finds of these coins that are archived in museums and private collections across the world are not included into the total. The reason for excluding these individual coins has everything to do with the nature of the current inquiry, which is exclusively based on hoards and the hoard-count method of estimating mint output. With that said, it is highly doubtful that the inclusion of these single coins would, in any meaningful way, augment the larger picture drawn in the present study based on hoards.

**Table I – The spatial distribution of dirhams struck in Damascus**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number of Hoards</th>
<th>% of Total Hoards</th>
<th>Number of Dirhams</th>
<th>% of Total Dirhams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Near East</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
<td>1,347</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Asia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa and Sicily</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iberia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Caucasus</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia, Ukraine, &amp; Belarus</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Germany</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeastern Baltic</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1,822</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

minimal number of one dirham from the mint and included it into the total. While such a conservative estimate may underestimate the total quantity of dirhams discovered, in view of the lack of precise data, little else can be done.
MINT OUTPUT OF DAMASCUS

The database shows that during the first four centuries of Islam, dirhams were minted at Damascus by the Umayyad, ‘Abbāsid, and Ikhshīdīd dynasties. The first of these rulers were by far the most prolific in striking dirhams. Indeed, 89.8% of all dirhams issued at the mint were Umayyad. This can be explained by the position Damascus held as the political capital of the Muslim world during practically all years of this dynasty’s rule, with the exception of the last seven or so years when the capital was moved to Ḥarrān in al-Jazīra. The next dynasty to rule the caliphate – the ‘Abbāsid (including ‘Abbāsid governors and Țūlūnid amīrs) – produced 8.6% of the total dirhams struck at the mint. Thus, less than one-tenth of the dirhams minted at Damascus were struck by the ‘Abbāsids, which is a very nominal number, especially when considering that they controlled the city four times longer than the Umayyads.

Again, this can at least partially be explained by the ‘Abbāsid relocation of the capital of the caliphate to Madīnat al-Salām/Baḥrādīr (est. ca. 762 C.E.) in the province of al-‘Irāq soon after the advent of the dynasty. Starting with its first dirham issues in 146 H. and continuing into the next several decades, Madīnat al-Salām became the primary mint of the caliphate, as would be fitting for a caliphal capital situated in al-‘Irāq. Finally, the Ikhshīdīdīs issued their “official” dirhams at Damascus in
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17 All grouped here with the ‘Abbāsids due to their very few numbers.

18 During the interlude between the transfer of the capital from Ḥarrān to Madīnat al-Salām, al-Saffāh and al-Manṣūr struck nearly all of the caliphal dirhams at the mints of al-Baṣrā and al-Kūfā, the latter being the initial capital of the caliphate in al-‘Irāq before it moved to nearby al-Hāshimiyya by al-Saffāh. Interestingly, al-Saffāh did not strike any dirhams at this new capital and al-Manṣūr issued these coins there in very tiny quantities (only in 138-141 and possibly 145 H.); see, ALBUM, A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 50. Indeed, the province of al-‘Irāq was by far the most dominant issuer of dirhams during the first 13-14 years of the ‘Abbāsid era, where just al-Baṣrā and al-Kūfā struck 86-100% of all
331-358 H. Only 1.6% of all dirhams emitted at the mint were struck by this dynasty. With their political and economic powerbase situated in Egypt, Damascus was of a secondary, provincial importance to this dynasty that controlled it for only a very brief period. Hence, in absolute terms, the Ikhshīdids minted very few dirhams at Damascus. Below, dirham output of Damascus under each of these three dynasties will be examined in detail.

**Umayyads**

The Umayyads began to issue dirhams (of Sasanian type) at Damascus under ‘Abd al-Malik (66-86 H.) in 72 H., or seven years prior to this caliph’s well-known dirham monetary reform of 79 H.\(^{19}\) The earliest of these rather rare dirhams in our database dates to 77 H. The initial year’s output was very nominal and, indeed, there are no dirhams from the mint in the database for the following year. However, from the year of the monetary reform it is clearly indicated in the database that dirhams came to be minted regularly and in relatively large numbers until 100 H. or the middle of the short reign of ‘Umar II (99-101 H.), when there was an unprecedented boom in production. Prior to discussing the sharp rise in output in 100 H., several observations need to be made in regard to the issuing years 85-89 H.

In themselves, 85-89 H. do not present anything that would seriously distinguish them from the previous (from 79 H.) or following (to 100 H.) years of dirham production (perhaps except for the peak in emissions in 89 H., which is a slight escalation from the earlier pinnacles). But, it is precisely for this reason that these years are of interest. The years 85-89 H. represent a period when Damascus, at least in theory, could have experienced a boom in dirham output. During these five years, Damascus was one of only ten mints in operation across the Muslim world, none of which except for Wāsit were of any significance in their emission. In all, during the period 85-89 H. the maximal number of mints in operation per year was six and minimal three

dirhams minted in the caliphate between 132 and 145 H.; see, NOONAN, “Early ‘Abbasid Mint Output,” 141-142. Hence, prior to the advent of Madinat al-Salām as the caliphal capital mint, al-BAṣra and al-Kūfā both fulfilled its coin-producing role.

which is a great reduction from the earlier period (82 H. – 13, 83 H. – 16, and 84 H. – 10\textsuperscript{21}). In total contrast, 36 mints (in addition to Damascus and Wāsiṭ) struck dirhams in 90 H.: of these eight were mints that had previously not produced dirhams while the rest of the 28 were reactivated after their closure sometime between 79 and 84 H. Quite clearly, 85-89 H. were very special years when dirhams were produced only in Damascus and Wāsiṭ in any notable quantities. In this light, it could be expected that Damascus would have increased its dirham output during this period. Based on our data, this did not occur. To attempt to understand this apparent incongruity, it is necessary to consider why mints were closed to begin with during the years 85-89 H.

To explain the mint closures, it has been posited that al-Ḥajjāj ibn Yūsuf (40-95 H.) – the governor of al-’Irāq – terminated the eastern mints and monopolized the production of dirhams at Wāsiṭ between 84 and 89 so as to control the monetary supply and thus give him a monetary/fiscal advantage over his rival Abd al-Raḥmān b. al-Ash'ath until the former was no longer challenged as governor after 85 H. But, presumably this restriction on dirham output caused a shortage of coined silver and damaged trade and commerce; hence, al-Ḥajjāj permitted eastern mints to resume dirham emissions in 90 H.\textsuperscript{22} While the above explanation has some merits, it has several important flaws. For one, seven mints in the east besides Wāsiṭ were still in operation during these five years, they were mostly situated in the southern Caucasus: “Albanaq,” Arrān, Dabīl, and Tiflis, presumably because silver was available there for their emissions. Astān, al-Dasakir, and Harrān seem to be the exceptions: the former two located in al-’Irāq and the latter in al-Jazīra. In this connection it should be noted that the mints of the southern Caucasus and al-Jazīra may, in fact, have been one traveling military camp mint in the area, striking coins under different mint names for military payments (‘arā’) to soldiers; see, M. Bates, “The Dirham Mint of the Northern Provinces of the Umayyad Caliphate,” Armenian Numismatic Journal, Ser. 1, vol. 15 (1989): 89-111; Kennedy, The Armies of the Caliphs, 70.

\textsuperscript{20} When these other mints struck some miserable numbers of dirhams during these five years, the others being: “Albanaq” (=? Alvank/Albania), Arrān, Astān, Awdh (mint place unknown), Dabīl, al-Dasakir (probably in al-’Irāq), Harrān, and Tiflis. None of the other mints were in operation for the duration of the years 88-89 H. and produced very few dirhams, all now considered very rare or extremely rare. For the sake of perspective, prior to 85 H., thirteen mints were operational in 82 H.; sixteen in 83 H.; and, ten in 84 H. The following year, in 85 H., aside from Damascus and Wāsiṭ (which became operational in 84 H. or a year after the city was founded) only Dabīl and Tiflis struck these coins. In 86, again beside Damascus and Wāsiṭ, only Dabīl was operational. The following year (87 H.), al-Dasakir and Harrān emitted some tiny quantities of these coins in addition to those issued by the two other major mints. The year 88 H. witnessed continued dirham production at al-Dasakir, Harrān, Damascus, and Wāsiṭ, but Awdh joined in emitting these coins. Harrān, Damascus, and Wāsiṭ continued to produce dirhams in 89 H., but were also supplemented by the mints “Albanaq,” Arrān, and Astān. These observations are based on the table of Umayyad mints listed in ALBUM, A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 40-41.

operation in 84 H. Only in 85 H., after al-Ash’ath was defeated, Wāsiṭ became the sole large-scale dirham-producing mint in the east. Hence, the connection between the closure of mints and al-Ash’ath’s rebellion is not there to be made.

But, perhaps the largest problem with ascribing a centralized and “monopolistic” monetary policy in the east to al-Ḥajjāj and al-Ash’ath’s revolt is that caliph ‘Abd al-Malik (66-86 H.) had initiated such measures already in the early 80s H. in Syria, as is well attested to by the high degree of state central control in the production of copper coins (fulūs) in the region. By the late 80s H., however, this central control over coining fulūs in Syria began to unravel and by the 90s H. was completely undone as the production of these coins passed to the authorities (if not privately-run mints) of the regions. This development in Syria’s copper coinage is, of course, paralleled by the appearance of numerous mints striking dirhams in 90 H. and thereafter in the east. Therefore, it can be suggested that in the last year or two of the monetary reformer-Caliph ‘Abd al-Malik’s reign and the beginning years of al-Walīd I’s (86-96 H.), these two rulers attempted to exert strong central control over coin production across the caliphate. This policy restricted and centralized dirham production to Syria and al-‘Irāq – at the capital of Damascus and in Wāsiṭ, the latter established as the chief Syrian garrison-town (unofficial capital) of the east in 83 H. and began to strike coins the next year under al-Ḥajjāj’s supervision. The program continued until 90 H., when central control over coin production and restriction to two operative mints was lifted across the Muslim lands. Noteworthy is that this will not be the last time that the Umayyad caliphs would implement a centralized and restrictive monetary policy. As will be seen below, after the activation and reactivation of mints across al-‘Irāq and Khurāsān during al-Walīd I’s mid-reign years, numerous mints continued to issue dirhams across the east under Sulaymān (96-99 H.) and ‘Umar II (99-101 H.)
until Yazīd II (101-105 H.) terminated them once again and restricted dirham emission in the central lands to the same two main mints.

Returning to Damascus as a mint: what is quite evident is that the very years when the 85-89 H. mint closures occurred, Damascus shows no appreciable measure of increased dirham production, perhaps one exception being the 89 H. peak, although far from impressive in relative terms to the larger pattern. Just as telling is that the striking of dirhams at Wāsiṭ that began in 84 H. and its position as one of the two main operative mints until 89 H. appears to have had no notable impact on the emission of these coins at Damascus. In light of this, it can be presumed that sufficient volume of dirhams were available in Syria not to warrant Damascus to produce more or less of these coins. It also seems evident that Damascus was not made responsible for emitting dirhams to compensate for the mints that were closed. Nor does it appear that the mint was linked to the larger coined-silver monetary economy of Syria or the central Islamic lands in general, for had it been, it would be reasonable to expect that it would have struck more of these coins due to their increased demand because of their decreased supply. Why this may have been the case will be addressed below.

Turning to the mass-dirham producing year 100 H. at Damascus – it needs to be noted that the coins from this year come from multiple and numerous hoards, not an anomalous single deposit with a high concentration of these coins. Thus, Damascus’ dirham emission was unusually high this year: more than five times greater than the previous year and almost six times larger than the following. Indeed, 100 H. was the most active dirham-striking year in the history of the mint – represented by 93 coins in the database, i.e., 9.1% of all Umayyad strikes come from this year.

Several reasons can be advanced to explain such an upsurge in production at the mint in 100 H. For one, Damascus may have struck these coins to pay the Syrian army that was dispatched by the caliph to fight the Khārijites who rose in revolt that year in al-‘Irāq. Alternatively, ‘Umar II, who was known for being a fiscal reformer, may have ordered the mint to produce large quantities of coins as part of some new economic policy. Or, there was some major inflow of silver into the capital mint that year which was not recorded in the written sources. Indeed, none of these explanations are necessarily mutually exclusive, particularly the latter two. What is known numismatically is that the very same year – 100 H. – Wāsiṭ, the other key mint, appears to have terminated its rather intense production of dirhams. After
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issuing these coins regularly and in large quantities since 84 H., the mint suddenly ceased to operate in 100 H. (none are known); minted very few in 101 H. (considered rare); and, again none at all in 102 H. (none are known). Starting the following year (103 H.), however, Wāsiṭ resumed issuing dirhams and did so in rather notable quantities until 132 H.30

The most probable explanation for the disruption in Wāsiṭ’s production in 100-102 H. was ‘Umar II’s administrative division of the eastern lands (al-‘Irāq and Khurāsān) into three governorates of al-Baṣra, al-Kūfa, and Khurāsān, while vacating the Syrian garrison from Wāsiṭ (which ceased to be the seat of the governor already in 97 H.). However, the next caliph (Yazīd II – 101-105 H.) reestablished Wāsiṭ as the chief Syrian garrison.31 In other words, it would be reasonable to presume that with the withdrawal of the Syrian garrison from the city (perhaps in 100 H.) dirhams were no longer struck at Wāsiṭ, but were emitted when troops returned (probably in 103 H.). In light of this, it would be logical to conclude that at least in 100 H. Damascus took over the leading role of striking these coins from Wāsiṭ and emitted an unprecedented quantity of them that year, most probably to pay the Syrian troops operating in the eastern provinces while pacifying the Khārijites.

After ‘Umar II’s reign ended in 101 H., there was a steady, but not altogether catastrophic, decline in the quantities of dirhams minted at Damascus until the very last years of the Umayyad dynasty. Although there were years of rather numerous emissions (e.g., 113, 118, 127 H.), the overwhelming majority of years produced fewer dirhams than the 80s-early 100s H. What is more, there were certain years (e.g., 110, 112, 115, 128 H.) when dirham production practically ceased. For 129 H. there are no examples at all in the database, although some dirhams from this year are known.32

Taken as a whole, from the time dirhams began to be emitted at Damascus until the last year of ‘Umar II’s rule in 101 H., 65% of all dirhams minted in the city by the Umayyads had been produced (664 total in the database) [Figure I].

The relatively large emission of dirhams at Damascus prior to 101 H. and the subsequent drop that lasted through the mid-120s H. is rather strange, particularly when keeping in mind that this was the capital mint of the caliphate. What is more, the above finding contradicts what is presently assumed about the mint. Thus, it has been argued that upon becoming caliph, Hishām (105-125 H.) ordered the closure of most of the mints in the provinces and required the forwarding of coins and bullion to Damascus and Wāsiṭ where they could be converted into dirhams. Therefore, these two mints must have been the key suppliers of the coins to the rest of the

30 ALBUM, A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 41.
31 SHABAN, Islamic History A.D. 600-750, 1, 132-3.
32 ALBUM, A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 40.
\text{Y = Years H. /X = Quantities}

\textit{Figure I} – Dirham mint output of Damascus under the Umayyads (77-132 H.)
caliphate, indeed held a “monopoly” over their production. To be sure, such a conclusion can be derived at, since several Arabic sources relate that Hishām ordered a silver coinage reform in 106 H. to be carried out by his governor of al-‘Irāq, Khālid ibn ‘Abdallāh (105-120 H.) who, subsequently (and later governor Yūsuf ibn ‘Umar – 120-126 H.), maintained very close supervision over the production of dirhams. The reforms mentioned in the accounts are substantiated by numismatic evidence, which shows that obvious changes were made to the coins struck between 106 and 120 H. in Damascus and al-‘Irāq: e.g., larger flan/die sizes, but not greater weights, and different annulet patterns. But, do these monetary reforms translate to mean that the mints of Damascus and Wāsiṣṭ came to hold a “monopoly” on the emission of dirhams during Hishām’s caliphate?

Several problems arise with the above conclusion. First, while it is true that Hishām’s reign witnessed a period during which Damascus and Wāsiṣṭ were by far the most dominant mints for the striking of dirhams, their supremacy was felt only within the central regions of the lands of Islam – Mashriq (Syria and al-‘Irāq) and regions east of it to Khurāsān (Ādharbayjān, Ṭabaristān, Jibāl, Fārs, Zaranj, Kirmān, and Sījistān). Thus, the mints of al-‘Irāq, such as al-Baṣra and al-Kūfa, ceased to produce dirhams after 101-102 H. and only resumed emissions in 128 H., or just after Hishām’s reign. Mints to the east of Mashriq also terminated production at the same time: Jayy, Iṣṭakhr, Dārābjird, Sījistān, and Zaranj after 102 H.; Ṭabaristān after 103 H.; Kirmān after 105 H.; and, Ādharbayjān after 106 H. However, aside from Damascus and Wāsiṣṭ, during the 100s through the early/mid-120s H. the caliph permitted dirhams to be struck at a number of key mints outside of the central regions – some more regularly active than others – such as in Iberia (al-Andalus), North Africa (Ifrīqiya), southern Caucasus (Armĭniya and then al-Bāb), and Cisoxania/eastern Khurāsān (Balkh/Balkh al-Bayḍā’/al-Mubāraka). In this way, if Hishām or


36 See Album, A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 40-1; F. Schwarz, Ballh und die Landschaften am Oberen Oox (Tübingen-Berlin, 2002), p. 6-7, nos. 455 (108 H.)-474 (128 H.). For dirhams struck in 105 H. in Kirmān (not noted in Album), see the Meshed? (Khurāsān, Iran, pre-1966), tpq 115 H., hoard. Aside from the resumption of Umayyad dirham emissions at al-Baṣra and al-Kūfa after Hishām’s reign, production of these coins also recommenced at the mints of Jazīra (126 H.) and Sījistān (127 H.), Jayy (129 H.) (only one known dirham was struck that
his governors of al-‘Irāq – Khālid ibn ‘Abdollāh and Yūsuf ibn ‘Umar – did create a “monopoly” over mints, it only applied to the central territories of the caliphate. Mints of the peripheral lands continued to operate, although there were fewer of them than before.

Second, it should be noted in the above list of mint closures across the central lands that nearly all were terminated not under Hishām, but during the rule of his predecessor – Yazīd II. Indeed, al-Balādhurī clearly states that it was under this caliph that the governor of al-‘Irāq – ‘Umar ibn Hubayra (102-105 H. arrived in 103?) – “…refined the silver more than his predecessors had done, improved the dirhams, and was strict in regard to its exchange.” It is true that ‘Umar ibn Hubayra and his immediate successors issued purer dirhams than previously. Therefore, it would appear that the more stringent monetary policies in regard to silver coinage in al-‘Irāq predated Hishām by a number of years, something that is collaborated by the closure of all mints in the central Islamic lands except Damascus, Wāsiṭ, and Ādharbayjān during the caliphate of Yazīd II. During Hishām’s era, these policies were only continued, not introduced, by his governors of al-‘Irāq who, according to al-Balādhurī, initiated even more strict controls over dirham production. But, it needs to be underscored that Hishām closed only one mint (Ādharbayjān) in the central lands, as all others Yazīd II had already shut. Hence, the reforms in regard to silver coinage – specifically that of concentrating dirham production at Damascus and Wāsiṭ – were carried out under Yazīd II, and Hishām continued the policies of his predecessor until his death in 125 H. Here it should be observed that Yazīd II’s measures may well have had their roots in the program that was already laid out by ‘Abd al-Malik and al-Walīd I in 85-89 H., one that was based on centralized coin production, supervised by strong state central control. But, the impetus behind these particular closures and restrictions most likely lay with the reestablishment of Wāsiṭ as the chief Syrian garrison and the main mint in the east in ca. 101-ca. 103 H.

year; see the Old Termez (Termez oblast’, Uzbekistan, 1981), *tpq* 128 H., hoard below), and al-Sāmiyya began to strike dirhams for the first time, although only in 131 H. Not all of these mints, it should be noted, became regular producers, since some clearly issued dirhams for special occasions. In addition, ‘Abbasid revolutionary partisans, but mainly the Khārijites (the rebel Imām Abdallāh b. Mu‘awiya), also reactivated various mints: northern (al-Rayy, 128-131 H.; Jurjān, 130 H.; Hamadhān, 129 H.; Māhayy, 129 H.), central (Jassy, 127-130 H.; al-Taymara, 128-129 H., Ṭanbarak, 133 H.; Dārābjird, 129 H.; Sābūr, 129 H.; Ardashīr Khurra, 129 H.), and southern (Rāmhurmuz, 128 H.; Iṣṭakhr, 128-129 H.) Iran as well as Khurāsān (Marw, 127-128 and 130-133 H.), Cisoxiana (Balkh, 130-132 H.), and al-‘Irāq (al-Kūfa, 128 H.); see: *ALBUM, A Checklist of Islamic Coins*, 47; C. Wurtzel, “The Coinage of the Revolutionaries in the Late Umayyad Period,” *The American Numismatic Society Museum Notes* 23 (1978): 166-79.


38 A good reason for why this was the case has been proposed by J. Bacharach, “Al-Mansur and Umayyad Dirhams,” *Yarmouk Numismatics* IV (1992): 10.

Third, the notion that Wāsiṭ and Damascus supplied dirhams to other cities and provinces in the caliphate at the time when these two mints held a “monopoly” on the striking of the coins in the central lands needs to be reevaluated. To begin, to suggest that these two mints provided dirhams to the rest of the caliphate implies that the central government directed the distribution of these coins to other regions. However, this is most unlikely. Regional mints struck coins for their own local purposes, and if the caliphs ever had the need to dispatch coins from the center to the periphery, this would have been done on special, rare occasions, e.g., pay troops (perhaps as in 100 H. from Damascus). Under normal circumstances, natural market forces would have been responsible for the distribution of coins, not state fiat.

Next, while the output of dirhams at Wāsiṭ has not yet been addressed in detail (although there is good reason to believe that it was by far the most productive Umayyad mint\(^40\)), it is now evident that Damascus issued relatively few dirhams in the late 100s through the early 130s H., as compared to earlier periods. If Yazīd II and Hishām hoped to concentrate dirham production in the capital, their goals do not appear to have been reached, as the mint produced fewer of these coins than even before ca. 101 H. and did so quite erratically. For this reason, it is not at all clear how Damascus could have been a major supplier of dirhams for the central, not speaking of the more distant, regions of the Islamic world. Based on the hoards from the central/east-central lands of the caliphate and those deposited in the peripheral territories dating to the 100s-early 130s H., it does not at all seem that Damascus was an important contributor to the silver coin-stock of the caliphate. This is illustrated by the profiles of 23 hoards dating from these years in the central (fourteen total) and peripheral (nine total) Umayyad lands in Table III.

Table III makes it quite clear that dirhams issued at Damascus after 101 were a great rarity across the Muslim world until the early 130s H. If they occur at all in hoard of the central domains – six (43%) of the fourteen hoards do not contain any at all – their numbers never exceed 7.8% of the total dirham coin-stock, even when they are discovered in Syria or Damascus, itself. What is also quite telling is that hoards from Syria-Palestine, Iraq, and Iran deposited between 102 and the early 130s H. are dominated by pre-102 H. dirhams, which always represent more than half of the coin assemblage (exception is the Capernaum, \(tpq\) 122 H., deposit of five coins which appears to be the anomaly, probably due to its tiny size). Thus, post-101 H. or “new” dirhams from Damascus are rare indeed. What is also interesting is that during the period from 102 to 125 H., not one dirham from any other mint operating in the peripheral territories in the 100s to the mid-120s H. was deposited in any of

the hoards of the central lands. Indeed, based on the profiles of these hoards, it would appear that the central caliphate during this quarter century, or the approximate period of Hishām’s rule, relied almost exclusively (although decreasingly) on old or pre-102 coins and to some (increasing) degree on new or post-101 H. dirhams struck in Wāsit. Damascus, however, was insignificant. Evidently, enough dirhams (struck in a wide range of pre-102 H. mints) were available in the central caliphate not to warrant the production of more dirhams locally or, for that matter, import/transfer others issued in the peripheral lands into the same area by way of state fiat (as taxes) or through natural (supply-demand) market forces.

### Table III – Dirhams Hoards from the Umayyad Lands41 deposited in the 100s-early 130s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hoard name, year found – tpq &amp; (total quantity of dirhams found in hoard/total quantity of dirhams that contained dates and mints)</th>
<th>Number and % of pre-102/pre-Yazīd II/Hishām mint-closure issues</th>
<th>Number and % of Post-101/pre-Yazīd II/Hishām mint-closure issues from Wāsit</th>
<th>Number and % of Post-101/pre-Yazīd II/Hishām mint-closure issues from Damascus</th>
<th>Number and % of Post-101/pre-Yazīd II/Hishām mint-closure issues from other mints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Islamic Lands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Area of Baghdād, Iraq, 1906 or earlier – tpq 106 (110/110)</td>
<td>108/98.2%</td>
<td>2/1.8%</td>
<td>2/1.8%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Sūsa, Khuzistān, Iran, ca. 1856 – tpq 106 (ca. 170/33)</td>
<td>29/87.9%</td>
<td>4/12.1%</td>
<td>2/6.05%</td>
<td>2/6.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Pella of the Decapolis, Jordan, 1979-1983 – tpq 112 (11/11)</td>
<td>7/63.6%</td>
<td>4/36.4%</td>
<td>4/36.4%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ghodholaniyya, Syria, ca. 1960 – tpq 119 (126/126)</td>
<td>110/87.3%</td>
<td>16/12.7%</td>
<td>14/11.1%</td>
<td>2/1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Strāf, Iran, pre-1985 – tpq 121 (24/17)</td>
<td>11/64.7%</td>
<td>6/35.3%</td>
<td>5/29.4%</td>
<td>1/5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Capernaum, Israel, 1978-1992 – tpq 122 (6/5)</td>
<td>2/40%</td>
<td>3/60%</td>
<td>3/60%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Shushter, Iran, by 1879 – tpq 125 (5/5)</td>
<td>4/80%</td>
<td>1/20%</td>
<td>1/20%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Nippur, Iraq, 1962 – tpq 126 (90/88)</td>
<td>49/55.7</td>
<td>39/44.3%</td>
<td>38/43.2%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Somewhere in the Middle East, 1974 or earlier – tpq 128 (86 or 89)</td>
<td>24/27.27%</td>
<td>62/69.7-72.1%</td>
<td>57/64-66%</td>
<td>3/3.4-3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Beit Shean, Israel, 1993 – tpq 129 (122/110)</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>104/94.5%</td>
<td>102/92.7%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. En Nebk, Syria, 1957 – tpq 130 (102/102)</td>
<td>39/38.2%</td>
<td>63/61.8%</td>
<td>54/53%</td>
<td>8/7.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

41 It should be observed that the dirhams struck in Ṣṭakhr, al-Kūfa, Kirmān, and Zaranj in 102-103 H., while technically post-101 H. issues, are pre-Yazīd II reform coins and these mints will be terminated by this caliph the next year after these coins were struck. For this reason, when they were found in the hoards listed in Table III, they were considered pre-102 H. dirhams.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Deposition Date</th>
<th>Hoard Number</th>
<th>Dirhams</th>
<th>Coins with Deposition Year</th>
<th>Post-101 H Coins</th>
<th>Post-101 H Coins as % of Total</th>
<th>Pre-101 H Coins</th>
<th>Post-101 H Coins as % of Total</th>
<th>Pre-101 H Coins as % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Damascus, Syria, ca. 1950 – tpq 130</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>tpq 130</td>
<td>76/53.5</td>
<td>66/46.5</td>
<td>65/45.8</td>
<td>1/0.7%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/0.7%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damascus, Syria, 1950 – tpq 131</td>
<td>(2508/2508)</td>
<td></td>
<td>634/25.3</td>
<td>1874/74.7</td>
<td>153/6.1</td>
<td>134/5.3%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>134/5.3%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran?, pre-1985 – tpq 132</td>
<td>(2247/2247)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1008/44.9</td>
<td>1239/55.1</td>
<td>105/4.7</td>
<td>44/2%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44/2%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Peripheral Islamic Lands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Deposition Date</th>
<th>Hoard Number</th>
<th>Dirhams</th>
<th>Coins with Deposition Year</th>
<th>Post-101 H Coins</th>
<th>Post-101 H Coins as % of Total</th>
<th>Pre-101 H Coins</th>
<th>Post-101 H Coins as % of Total</th>
<th>Pre-101 H Coins as % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mountain Region of Armenia, Armenia, 1979 – tpq 107</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>tpq 107</td>
<td>32/91.4</td>
<td>3/8.6</td>
<td>2/5.7%</td>
<td>1/2.9%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/2.9%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhere in Afghanistan, ca. 1967 – tpq 112</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>tpq 112</td>
<td>107/81.7</td>
<td>24/18.3</td>
<td>4/3%</td>
<td>20/15.3%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20/15.3%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meshed?, Khurāsān, Iran, pre-1966 – tpq 115</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>tpq 115</td>
<td>176/91.2</td>
<td>17/8.8</td>
<td>11/5.7%</td>
<td>6/3.1%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6/3.1%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Šenavan, Aparan raion/Aragatsotn marz, Armenia, 1957 – tpq 119</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>tpq 119</td>
<td>8/61.5</td>
<td>5/38.5</td>
<td>5/38.5%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near or in Fez?, Morocco, ca. 1966 – tpq 119</td>
<td>(ca. 300/X)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcaudete, Jaén province, Spain, before 1988 – tpq 122</td>
<td>2988</td>
<td>tpq 122</td>
<td>17/65.4</td>
<td>9/34.6</td>
<td>6/23.1%</td>
<td>1/3.8%</td>
<td>2/7.7%</td>
<td>2/7.7%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near Volubilis/Walīlah, Morocco, 1951 – tpq 125</td>
<td>(231/231)</td>
<td></td>
<td>198/85.7</td>
<td>33/14.3</td>
<td>19/8.2%</td>
<td>20/8.8%</td>
<td>12/5.2%</td>
<td>12/5.2%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garraf, Barcelona province, Spain, 1954 – tpq 128</td>
<td>(165/151)</td>
<td></td>
<td>121/80.1</td>
<td>30/19.9</td>
<td>18/11.0%</td>
<td>3/2%</td>
<td>9/6%</td>
<td>9/6%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Termez, Termez oblast’, Uzbekistan, 1981 – tpq 128</td>
<td>(93/92)</td>
<td></td>
<td>9/9.8%</td>
<td>83/90.2</td>
<td>52/56.5%</td>
<td>31/33.7%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31/33.7%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** tpq = terminus post quem or the year of the latest coin in a hoard, indicating the approximate date of the hoard’s deposit. The reasoning behind dating hoards based on the latest coin is connected with the logic that the hoard could not have been deposited before the youngest coin was entered into it; on the other hand, if the hoard was deposited much later than the youngest coin, it would be expected that newer coins would have been added to it before its burial.

** The account of the hoard notes six dirhams from the mint of “al-‘Abbādān” (79, 80 - 2, 90, 100, 106 H.), two from “Adrīna” (110 and 114 H.), and one from “Bukhārā” (115 H.). The former two “mints” are unknown to me or to the basic literature on Umayyad mints and, hence, are most probably missreadings. The same can be said about the last mint. While Bukhārā existed at the period, it did not strike Umayyad dirhams. Perhaps this was a Bukhār-Khudāt Arabic-Sogdian Bilingual drachm, but it is more likely that this is a misreading of Balkh, which did issue dirhams in 115 H. In any case, these nine questionable dirhams will be discounted in the statistics.

The situation changed in ca. 128 H. when hoards came to contain, increasingly, more than half post-101 H. coins, with the exception of one – the tpq 130 H. Bāb Tuma District of Damascus deposit that held 46.5% of these “new” coins. Otherwise, the hoards of 128-132 H. carry 55.1%, on the lowest end, to as much as 94.5%, on the highest, post-101 H. coins. Nonetheless, it must be underscored that the rise in the deposition of post-101 dirham in these hoards had very little to do with increased inclusion of dirhams minted during this period at Damascus. It was Wāṣiṭ, and to a much smaller degree mints operating in the peripheral Islamic lands in the 100s-early 130s H. (max. 5.3% of total), that was responsible for most of these post-101 H. coins.
coins; consistently, these dirhams come to comprise about half or more of the hoards. Likewise, it should be stressed that the quantities of dirhams struck in the immediate post-Hishām era were most marginal in these assemblages and contributed very little to the spike in the deposition of post-101 dirhams in the hoards of 128-132 H.

In the peripheral provinces, of the eight hoards for which there is adequate information, five had not one post-101 H. dirham from Damascus. The three that did never had any larger volume of post-101 H. coins from the mint than 3.8% of the total coin-stock. Also, quite revealing is that the dirhams issued in 102-132 H. at Damascus were absent from hoards of the peripheral domains until the early 120s, i.e., Alcaudete, \textit{tpq} 122 H., from Spain. In the two subsequent hoards deposited in the western-most areas of the Umayyad caliphate – northwest Africa/Maghrib and Iberia/al-Andalus – these coins are also present, but in much smaller quantities. Indeed, based on the known hoards ranging from Cisoxiana/Khurāsān in the east, to the southern Caucasus in the north, to the Maghrib and al-Andalus in the west, Damascus dirhams struck in 102-132 H. simply did not circulate anywhere other than in the very far west, and only in ca. 122-ca. 128 H.

As with the central regions of the caliphate, the hoards of the peripheral areas are almost totally dominated by pre-102 H. dirhams, coming from a great variety of mints. Indeed, with the exception of one deposit from Trasoxtiana (Old Termez, \textit{tpq} 128 H.), the minimal quantity of these coins constituted 61.5% of the hoards while 91.4% maximum. As in the central lands, besides the “old” coins in circulation, which by far outnumber all others, post-101 H. dirhams from Wāsiṭ were a notable component of hoards. However, unlike in the central provinces, these dirhams from Wāsiṭ were almost always less than 40% of the coin-stock; the exception is the Old Termez hoard that held 56.5% of these dirhams. Many of the contemporary assemblages in Syria-Palestine, Iraq, and Iran could hold as much as 64-66% and even 92.7% of these coins. At the same time, most of the peripheral hoards held a greater volume of post-101 H. locally-issued dirhams or those struck in other, non-central territories during this period: 2.9%, on the low end, and 33.7%, on the high. Indeed, only one hoard of the eight held no local or peripheral provincial coins. This stands in total contrast to the deposits of the central caliphate where eight of the fourteen hoards contained no “new” or post-101 H. peripheral-issued dirhams. When these coins did appear after 126 H., their absolute maximum quantity per hoard did not exceed 5.3%. Hence, somewhat not surprisingly, but still important to ascertain, peripheral lands relied mostly on pre-101 H. dirhams issued in the central regions, supplemented by a small, although important, quantity of coins from local mints operating in the 100s-early 130s H., as well as some post-101 H. dirhams from Wāsiṭ. Post-101 H. Damascus dirhams were, however, a great rarity, and could be found only in tiny quantities in the Maghrib and al-Andalus in the years ca. 122-ca.-128 H.
Taken all together, there are very good reason to believe that alongside Wāsiṭ Damascus acted as the preeminent mint for the striking of dirhams in the central region of the caliphate during the reign of Hishām or the period of 105-125 H. However, the latter gained this position prior to Hishām, or during the caliphate of Yazīd II and the rule of his governor of al-‘Irāq in ca. 101-ca. 103 H. As discussed above, concentrating dirham production at these two mints was not a novelty for Umayyad rulers, as this was already practiced in 85-89 H. It is also most evident that Damascus’ primacy applied only to the central areas of the caliphate – Syria, al-‘Irāq, and regions west of Khurāsān; dirhams continued to be issued across the peripheral lands of the Umayyad state from Iberia and North Africa in the west, southern Caucasus in the north, and Cisoxiana/Khurāsān in the distant east. It would appear that these mints were productive enough not to warrant the import (i.e., transfer via taxes or commerce) of dirhams issued at the two central Islamic mints of Damascus and Wāsiṭ, since so very few of them were discovered in the distant provinces. Apparently, enough old or pre-101 H. dirhams were available in the peripheral provinces not to require the issuing of more silver coins. Nor the coins that were issued in the peripheral territories were exported in any notable volumes to the central provinces. There, it was mainly dirhams struck at Wāsiṭ and Damascus that could be found in significant quantities. With all this said, it is critical to underscore that the output of these coins was so nominal at Damascus after 100 H. that this mint cannot be seen in any way as a major provider of dirhams for any region of the Islamic world, including Syria and even the city itself.

To return to the specifics of dirham output at Damascus under the late Umayyads, it would be worthwhile to make the observation that its production witnessed a major drop after 127 H., or a year after Hishām’s death. The exception was the last full year of the Umayyad regime in 131 H., when the paucity of production suddenly seems to be reversed. For that year, there are 63 coins from Damascus in the database, making it the second-most productive year after 100 H. However, it needs to be observed that 62 of these 63 coins derive from a single, large deposit – the 1950 Damascus hoard – with the \textit{tpq} date of 131 H. Since all but one of the coins for this year come from one hoard, it is very unlikely that these dirhams are representative of the general pattern of output at the mint. Therefore, these coins should be treated as an anomaly and discounted as an aberration.\footnote{Another good reason to believe that these dirhams are anomalous is their overrepresentation in the Damascus 1950 Hoard: dirhams from Wāsiṭ constituted 73.7\% (1751 coins) of the hoard’s Umayyad content and those from Damascus 8.6\% (208 coins), the reverse is true for the year 131 H. – Damascus is represented by 62 coins, while Wāsiṭ by only 4, i.e., 93.5\% Damascus vs. 6.5\% Wāsiṭ. In general, the high volume of dirhams from Wāsiṭ \textit{vis-a-vis} Damascus deposited in this hoard is not unusual: in another hoard deposited in Damascus just a year earlier (The Bāb Tuma District of Damascus, Syria, ca. 1950 \textit{– tpq} 130 H.), 90.9\% (70 coins) of its Umayyad content was from Wāsiṭ vs. 9.1\% (7 coins).}
Overall, it is quite evident that Damascus greatly declined in its dirham output during the last two decades or so of Umayyad rule. In part this is understandable, at least for the closing years of the dynasty. With the rise of Marwān II (127-132 H.) in 126 H. and his assumption over the caliphate the following year, the capital and the city’s seat of bayt al-māl was transferred from Damascus west to Ḥarrān in al-Jazīra, foreshadowing the move of the economic and political center of the Islamic world from Syria in the eastern Mediterranean eastwards to al-‘Irāq by the ‘Abbāsids: to al-Ḥāshimiyya in ca. 132 H. and then in 144 H. to Madīnat al-Salām/Baghdād. Indeed, while Damascus’ dirham output dropped to near nothing after 127 H., the mint of al-Jazīra (acting for Ḥarrān) recommenced its production of the coins in 126 H. and issued them through the last years of the Umayyad regime and ceased emission with the demise of Marwān II and the advent of the ‘Abbāsids in 132 H. Possessing no local silver mines and not receiving tax revenues from the provinces in silver coins or bullion, it is not surprising that Damascus would cease to issue dirhams in any notable quantities after ca. 128 H. But, as will be discussed below, there are other reasons that can be advanced to explain the collapse of the mint after ca. 101 H.

‘Abbāsids

The ‘Abbāsids initiated their production of dirhams at Damascus as early as 132 H.: that year al-Saffāḥ began to strike coins at the mint. For several years after the advent of the dynasty, Damascus continued to issue dirhams, but at even lower rates than under the late Umayyads. Thus, for the first eight years of ‘Abbāsid rule, the database contains only one coin each for the years 134-135 and 137-139 H., while no dirhams at all are recorded for the years 133, 136, and 138 H. Indeed, 139 H. was the last year dirhams appear to have been struck at the mint until 160 H., when one coin is recorded for that year. Thereafter, dirhams do not seem to be minted until 181 H., when there is some sign of activity at the mint with the record of two coins. During this period of Hārūn al-Rashīd’s reign (170-193 H.), the mint also struck the coins in 185-186, and 188 H. but, again, in very nominal quantities (represented by 1-2 coins per annum). Thence, the mint became dormant for over a decade until mint-

from Damascus. Moreover, the dirhams from Damascus for the year 131 H. in the Damascus 1950 hoard are the latest in the deposit. In other words, taken together, it is very likely that these 62 newly-struck dirhams were added to the hoard in Damascus just prior to its deposit in the city that same year.

ing recommenced in 199 H. Overall, prior to this date, Damascus struck a miserable quantity of coins, producing only 10.4% of the total issued by the dynasty – all during the long period of more than sixty years.

**Figure II** – Dirham mint output of Damascus under the early ‘Abbāsids (132-235 H.)
From 199 through the mid-220s H. Damascus seems to have undergone its “hey-day” of output under the ‘Abbāsids: its levels of production witnessed peaks unseen previously and later for this dynasty. The years for which there are from three to ten

**Figure III – Dirham mint output of Damascus under the ‘Abbāsids and ikhshīdids (236-339 H.)**

Y = Years H./X = Quantities
coins each in the database include 200, 207, 211-214, 222, and 224 H. However, there were also years during this quarter century for which there is only one dirham per annum, while other years have no coins at all in the database. Subsequently, for much of 225-235 H. production levels dropped again, with two coins recorded for 226 and 234 H., and only one for 228 H. [Figure II]. Overall, during these ca. 35 years (199-235 H.) the Abbāsids struck 40.7% of all the dirham this dynasty issued at Damascus.

After 236 H., dirham production continued in Damascus, but very erratically. Thus, between 236 and 256 H. there were several years when the mint issued dirhams at some notable volumes, such as in 243-245, 247, and 251 H. It is tempting to explain this upsurge in emission by the move of Caliph al-Mutawwakil (232-247 H.) to Damascus in the summer of 244 H. and his apparent, unsuccessful, attempt to reestablish the capital of the caliphate in the city. But, the overall pattern is that of decline in production and there are many more years during which the mint seems to have been inactive. For instance, between 252 and 284 H., no dirhams from the mint are recorded in the database, except the one issued officially by the Tūlūnids in 275 H. Mint dormancy was broken in 284 H. with one coin registered, only to once again fall into inactivity until 292-294 H. when some dirhams once again began to be emitted. Such was the pattern for the next three decades – a slight upsurge in 308-314 and then collapse until 319-326 H. [Figure III]. The years 328-339 H. saw a rise in production, but this was due to the minting of these coins by another ruling body, as will be discussed below. Overall, 48.1% of all dirhams issued at Damascus by the dynasty were minted in the later ‘Abbāsid era, but mostly in the years 238-251 (20%) and 308-327 H. (20.7%).

In sum, Damascus under the ‘Abbāsids clearly became a secondary mint, one that produced few coins and did so most irregularly. The near total absence of emissions during the first half century of ‘Abbāsid rule is noteworthy, when only 6.7% of all dirhams minted in the city by the dynasty were issued. When Damascus did emit these coins, the vast majority (81.4%) were struck in 199-235 (40.7%), 238-251 (20%), and 308-327 H. (20.7%).

**Ikshīdīds**

Included into the ‘Abbāsid total (presented in Figure III) are Ikshīdīd amīrs who, while the former’s governors/amīrs since 324 H. and struck coins only in the name of the caliphs, began adding their own names to the coins starting in 331 H., thus

---

announcing that they were henceforth to rule in their own capacity as Ikhshīdid).\footnote{J.L. Bacharach argues, rather convincingly, that although the Ikhshīdids did not strike their own coins (except some donative pieces) until 331 H., they still had full control over the mints as early as 324 H.; see his *Islamic History Through Coins. An Analysis and Catalogue of Tenth-Century Ikhshīdīd Coinage* (Cairo-New York: The American Univ. in Cairo Press, 2006), pp. 49ff, 133. Fig. III includes both the “unofficial” (struck in 327 and 329 H.) and “official” (starting with 332, not 331 H., since this earliest issue is not recorded in our database) Ikhshīdīd dirhams.}

Because a good number of these dirhams lack precise year of issue due to ware or other reasons, they could not be included in the annual production graph of Figure III. However, since there are so few Ikhshīdīd dirhams from Damascus, it would be of use to list these coins and do so in table form (Table III).

**Table III – “Official” Ikhshīdīd dirhams struck at Damascus**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muḥammad ibn Ṭughj al-Ikhshīd (323-334 H.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>332 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324-334 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abū ’l-Qāsim Ünūjūr (334-349 H.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>334 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334-339 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334-349 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335-349 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340-349 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ikhshīd Amīr indeterminable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>330-338 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kāfūr (355-357 H.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>358 (sic!) (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, what is interesting to observe is that even prior to issuing dirhams at Damascus in their own names starting in 331 H., the mint experienced a mild recovery already in 327 H., for which there are ten “unofficial” Ikhshīdīd/‘Abbāsid dirhams recorded in the database; five others are present for 329 H. [Figure III]. Perhaps these were “preview”
years for the increased production at the mint in the early 330s through 340 H. Second, in very relative terms, it can be said that the Ikhshīdids struck a comparatively larger quantity of their “official” dirhams (and did so rather regularly) at Damascus – 29 in total recorded in the database, representing 1.6% of the total Damascus dirhams. When the 15 “unofficial” dirhams the Ikhshīdids struck in 327 and 329 H. are added to their “official” coins, the figure would be higher (2.5% of the total for the mint). In this way, it would be fair to say that the Ikhshīdids temporarily revived the mint of Damascus from the late 320s through the 330s H. Nevertheless, the mint was not nearly as active as it had been even during the late Umayyad era, a time when Damascus was in a state of near total inactivity. As Jere L. Bacharach points out, reasons for the emission of these coins by the Ikhshīdids can only be guessed at: were they statements of political legitimacy of their rule in parts of Syria; payment for troops in Syria in the struggle with the Ḥamdānids; payments for new expenditures in Syria; or, all of the above? No doubt, other good reasons can be proposed that are not necessarily connected with governmental needs, such as simple demand for currency amongst the local merchant community or the full entrance of the region into the silver monetary zone (see below).

**Dirham Mint of Damascus**

When looking at the overall pattern of dirham emission at the mint of Damascus, by far the most productive dynasty was the Umayyad – issuing 89.8% of all these coins, mostly during the short two-decade period from the time when the mint began to issue reform dirhams in 79 H. until 101 H. (ca. 65% of the Umayyad total). These coins were struck at Damascus soon after the city became the capital of the caliphate and the seat of bayt al-māl or the Muslim treasury to which came taxes and khums or one-fifth of all booty. It can be presumed that the silver supply for the striking of these dirhams mostly came from the old Persian east where it was available in huge volumes in the form of Sasanian drachms; these coins were looted by the Arabs by

---

46 It would be of use to note that museum collections, at least as they were at the time R.J. Bikhazi conducted his study, do not add any new dirhams with dates not collected in our database. All that can be said is that, as is suggested in the data of Table III, the largest number of specimens of Ikhshīdīd dirhams recorded in museum collections come from the years 333 (5 museum coins vs. 4 in our database) and 334 (9 museum coins vs. 5 in our database). See R.J. Bikhazi, “The Struggle for Syria and Mesopotamia (330-58/941-69) As Reflected on Ḥamdānid and Ikhshīdīd Coins,” *The American Numismatic Society Museum Notes* 28 (1983): 182.

47 Bacharach, *Islamic History Through Coins*, 64.

the tens (indeed hundreds) of millions during the early decades of the initial Muslim conquest of the Persian Empire, something that initiated ‘Umar I (13-23 H.) to establish the financial office of the dīwān.49 In addition, drachms were present in Syria even before the rise of Islam, as they entered this region in large quantities during its Sasanian occupation in 610-29.50 Thus, with the dirham monetary reforms of ‘Abd al-Malik in 79 H. Damascus had an enormous volume of silver reserves for the striking of these coins and issued them regularly and in relatively large numbers for the next two decades, presumably in fulfillment of the larger program ‘Abd al-Malik and his immediate carried out to establish and maintain an important mint at the political center of the Islamic world.

The remaining 35% of the coins were emitted at Damascus during the last three decades of Umayyad rule. In the course of most of these years (ca. 102-ca. 126 H.), alongside Wāsiṭ, the mint held a monopoly on the striking of dirhams in the central lands of the caliphate, i.e., Syria, al-′Irāq, and regions east of it to the borders of Khurāsān. However, dirhams also continued to be struck in the peripheral Islamic provinces (Spain, North Africa, southern Caucasus, Trans- and Cisoxiana), although

49 To offer some examples of the enormous quantities of Sasanian drachms seized by the early Umayyads and their officials: when hearing of the news of the acquisition of half a million dirhams (actually Sasanian drachms) from al-Bahrāyin, caliph ‘Umar I first could not believe it and then when he saw with his won eyes that such a huge sum was, indeed, brought to the Muslim community (umma), he decided to establish a financial office or dīwān to manage the inflow of treasures (Balādhurī, Origins, 2, 246). But, the half million dirhams was nothing compared to what was soon to come with the many new conquests, such as the treasures of the Sasanians. Supposedly, the Sasanian shahanshah Khusrow II (560-628) possessed in his private treasury “three times a hundred billion and twice two hundred million” [not clear what, but probably drachms or capital estimated in these most standard types of silver coins of the Sasanians] (Book of Gifts and Rarities/Kitāb al-Hadāyā wa al-Tuḥaf, tr. Gh.H. al-Qaddāmī (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1996), 225). Indeed, seeing that the Sasanian mint output of drachms dramatically increased under Khusrow II, there must have been an enormous quantity of these coins in the royal treasury and elsewhere in the Sasanian lands (S. Sears, “Monetary Revision and Monetization in the Late Sasanian Empire,” Matériaux pour L’histoire Économique de Monde Iranien, eds. R. Gyselen, M. Szuppe [Cahiers de Studia Iranica, 21]) (Paris: Peeters Publ., 1999), 149-63; A. Kolesnikov, “The Quantity of Silver Coinage and Levels of Revenues in Late Sasanian Iran,” op cit., 123-30). In just one year of his rule (the eighteenth), the shahanshah took in more than 668 million drachms into his treasury (al-Ṭabarī, The History of al-Ṭabarī: An Annotated Translation, tr. C.E. Bosworth, vol. 5 [The Sāsānids, the Byzantine, the Lakmids, and Yemen] (New York: SUNY Press, 1999), 378. A part of this treasure would be inherited by the Arabs when they took the treasury of the last Persian ruler Yazdagird III (632-ca. 651 CE) in 637 in 637 with the capture of Ctesiphon, one of the Sasanian capitals, and then at the Battle of Jalālā’ that same year. According to one account, the booty acquired at both of the battles was estimated at 60,000,000 dirhams (al-Ṭabarī, The History of al-Ṭabarī: An Annotated Translation, tr. H.A. Juynboll, vol. 13 [The Conquest of Iraq, Southwestern Persia, and Egypt] (New York: SUNY Press, 1989), 20-34, 44-5; Balādhurī, Origins, 2, 263-4.

at fewer mints. Damascus acquired its key position as a mint of the central territories during the rule of Yazid II (101-105 H.) and continued to hold it for the duration of the caliphate of Hishām (105-125 H.). During this period, the mint produced dirhams, but in relatively lower numbers as compared to the last two decades of the first century H. Almost all of these coins stayed within the confines of the central provinces, just as those struck in the earlier decades. Indeed, the mint’s output was so marginal during the 100s to the early 120s H. that it cannot be seen as a major emitter of dirhams even for Syria itself.

As discussed above, Damascus collapsed as a mint in 127 H. almost certainly as the result of the relocation of the capital and its bayt al-māl from this Syrian city first to al-Jazīra and then to al-‘Irāq. Having no local silver mines and no longer receiving revenues from the provinces in silver coins or bullion, Damascus ceased to issue dirhams in any notable quantities after ca. 127 H. But, as noted earlier, even several decades before the loss of capital status, starting with the mid-100s H. Damascus was far from an impressive, capital mint in the production of dirhams, particularly when compared to Wāsiṭ. If the volume of dirham production in the capital of the caliphate is any indicator of its political influence and economic importance, it would then appear that the last two to three decades of Umayyad rule were hard years for Damascus. In the absence of silver mines in Syria, Damascus would have had to rely on bullion imports from Islamic silver-rich areas such as Spain, North Africa, southern Caucasus, Trans- and Cisoxiana to strike its coins. However, because these regions issued their own local dirhams, it precluded its export in the form of bullion to the capital. But, the near absence of coins from these peripheral provinces in the central lands of the caliphate – Damascus included – suggests that the mints operating in the distant Muslim territories struck these coins for local use and rarely, if ever, sent them as taxes to the capital. The dearth of dirhams from the peripheral domains may thus suggest that political and economic ties between the capital and the distant provinces during the last three decades of Umayyad rule may have been very weak.

Be that as it may, there may well be another quite plausible explanation for the general paucity of dirham production at Damascus during the later Umayyad and much of the subsequent eras, namely the position of Syria in the larger West Asian metallic monetary zones. Specifically, prior to the Muslim conquest of Syria in 636 ce, Byzantine Syria and upper Mesopotamia lay inside a bimetallic monetary zone based on gold and copper coinage. Areas to the east, or the territories of ancient Iran (including the province of al-‘Irāq), also lay within a bimetallic zone, but one based on the silver Sasanian drachm as well as a copper coin. A clear line was drawn between these two monetary zones along the Taurus Mountains, following the political-geographic-military borders of Sasanian Iran and the early Byzantine Empire.51

---

51 S. Heidemann, “Numismatics,” The New Cambridge History of Islam, vol. 1 [The Formation...
Prior to the Islamic conquest, the early Byzantine state issued gold coinage in Constantinople and forwarded it to Oriens (Syria and upper Mesopotamia) to be collected locally as taxes, which subsequently were transferred back to the capital; copper coinage (which was linked to the gold) was used for local and regional small-scale commercial transactions. Muslim rulers retained the fundamental elements of this bimetallic monetary system, as Syria/Bilād al-Shām and upper Mesopotamia/al-Jazīra continued to be taxed in gold coinage, only now struck locally by the Muslims. Gold (dīnārs) and copper (fulūs) coins were minted in both of these regions in the Umayyad era: dīnārs at Damascus and fulūs at some two-dozen regional mints, including Damascus. As during the Byzantine era, fulūs acted as the basic form of currency in Syria, issued by the state to facilitate everyday transactions and probably pay the military. However, as Stefan Heidemann argues, the centuries-old border between the gold and silver zones was breached and then fused in al-Jazīra and Syria after the Muslim conquest of these regions. In other words, in addition to the use of gold and copper coins, silver pieces became part of the larger (now trimetallic) monetary economy of the region sometime after 14 H./636 CE.52

While Heidemann’s main observation is an important one and quite pertinent to the topic at hand, there are some important questions that remain to be addressed and answered regarding his hypothesis, such as when and where the gold-copper and silver zones crossed and blended into a single trimetallic monetary system, as well as the role silver coinage played in the economy of the regions.53 Thus, on a very basic level, the question that has to be asked is the extent and depth to which Syria and al-Jazīra came to be included into the silver zone, and when did this occur? Moreover, did the two regions experience the same monetary fate chronologically and can they be deemed as a single unit?

Based on a selection of Umayyad- and early ‘Abbāsid-era hoards found in the Near East that contained Sasanian drachms and the metrological affinities of cut/clipped Sasanian drachms with early Umayyad dirhams, Heidemann argues for the

---

52 Heidemann, “The Merger of Two Currency Zones in Early Islam,” 95-113. For the fulūs and possible reasons for their issue (mainly commercial and military payments) in Syria during the Umayyad era, see Bone, The Administration of Umayyad Syria, pp. 13-5; R. Foote, Umayyad Markets and Manufacturing Evidence for a Commercialized and Industrial Economy in Early Islamic Bilad al-Sham [Dissertation] (Harvard Univ., 1998).

53 Heidemann, “The Merger of Two Currency Zones,” 108. Heidemann suggests that “The dominant position of the gold coinage in circulation might have been challenged by the influx of silver coins;” op cit., 100. This may well have been the case, but this challenge most probably did not affect the status of gold coinage in relations to taxes; in large-scale commerce silver may have supplemented gold, but very doubtfully would have replaced it in Syria and Egypt, at least not until the latter Abbāsid era.
inclusion of Syria and al-Jazīra into the silver zone very early in the Umayyad era, i.e., by the time of the earliest dirham emissions at Damascus in 72 H. However, it must be observed that while Sasanian drachms could be found in very early eastern-most hoards of the Islamic lands (Pakistan?, 1974, *tpq* 57 H., and Northwestern Afghanistan? or Northeastern Iran?, pre-1991, *tpq* 72 H., hoards) and in deposits of the mid-Umayyad-era in the southern Caucasus (Dzhimi, Azerbaijan, 1913, *tpq* 98 H.), they were absent from hoards of the central Muslim territories until ca. 126 H. Also, as compelling as the metrological similarities between the cut/clipped Sasanian drachms and early Umayyad dirhams may be, there is no reason to assign the “amending” of these coins to fit the Umayyad weight standards to the lands of Syria and al-Jazīra. Aside from that they could have been cut/clipped anywhere in the Islamic lands – not necessarily in the regions in question – there is also no reason to believe that they were cut in the earliest Umayyad years; because these coins come from post-126 H. hoards, they could well have been cut at that time or shortly before then. These problems aside, the study of the dirham mint at Damascus can shed some light on the very question of when the two monetary zones came to merge.

For one, the fact that only Damascus struck dirhams in all of Greater Syria, and did so in nominal volumes and quite irregularly during the last three decades of the Umayyad era would at best suggest only marginal inclusion of Syria into the silver zone. Although it is true that silver coinage was not struck at all in Syria prior to the Arab conquest, one has to ask what role these coins played in the larger economy of the area when they were minted, since the volume of their production was so low and quite irregular after the first two decades following the dirham monetary reform of ‘Abd al-Malik in 79 H. Furthermore, the near absence of dirhams struck in the peripheral lands from the monetary circulation of Greater Syria (0-5.4% in hoards) also suggests that these coins were not gravitating to the region either through state fiat or natural economic forces. All in all, one could question whether silver coinage was even an essential component of the monetary system of Greater Syria during the period in question? It may also be asked whether ‘Abd al-Malik and his immediate successors initiated and perpetuated a silver currency in Syria and for Syria that was not viable for the area?

---


55 It is also quite likely (although the present author does not know for certain) that Sasanian drachms were part of the so-called “Kirmān hoard” that contained thousands of Arab-Sasanian drachms, which actually appears to have been four different deposits that were combined into one: one parcel seems to have come from Sijistān, *tpq* 84 H.; second perhaps from Kirmān, *tpq* 83? H.; third perhaps from Fārs, *tpq* 76 H.; and, fourth perhaps from Baṣra, *tpq* 63 H. See *Album, A Checklist of Islamic Coins*, 23. If Sasanian drachms were amongst the coins found in any of these hoards, all were obviously deposited well to the east of Syria and in the classical lands for silver drachm circulation, i.e., fully supporting the evidence derived from the two other hoards listed above.
Indeed, if one steps back a bit and considers the possibility that dirhams were, in fact, unessential to the workings of the larger Syrian economy in the 100s-early 130s H., and perhaps even earlier, and that this area of the Islamic world had only marginally, at best, merged into the eastern silver zone, the erratic and negligible production of these coins at Damascus would make much sense. To be sure, it can be argued that although Damascus issued few silver coins and did so on occasion, these dirhams were adequate supplies for this region’s monetary needs. Aside from the observation made above regarding the general absence of dirhams from the distant provinces in the central Islamic territories, it should also be noted that old Sasanian drachms and even pre-reform Umayyad silver coins also did not circulate in this region, at least not until ca. 126 H. As will be discussed elsewhere, of the seven known hoards from the central Islamic domains (Syria, Palestine, al-‘Irāq, and Iran) and four others from regions to its north (southern Caucasus) and east (Khurāsān and Cisoxiana) dating between 106 and 125 H., not one contained a single Sasanian drachm or pre-reform Umayyad dirham for that matter [Table III: hoards 1-7/1-4]. But, as later hoards will tell, these coins were not extinct; they were simply removed from circulation until ca. 126 H.56 Thus, at the very same time when Damascus began to seriously falter in its dirham production starting with the mid-100s and collapsed by 127 H., the old silver coinage that was apparently available in the area, but hoarded, remained deactivated from the monetary market.57

It would be a logical assumption to make that had there been a demand for silver coinage in the Near East – Syria in particular – the caliph would have emitted more dirhams at Damascus or released the old hoarded silver coins. The same rule of supply and demand would have applied to the hoarded old silver coins by private individuals. However, none of this happened. Indeed, the very fact that only one mint – Damascus – in all of Greater Syria (including al-‘Awāṣim or the Arab frontier region with Byzantium in southeastern Anatolia) issued silver coins strongly suggests that the state or anyone else did not deem the production of more dirhams in the region a necessity. Surely, the Umayyad caliph would have found silver in whatever form to strike dirhams, had there been a need for it. Apparently, gold and

56 R.K. KOVALEV, “Circulation of Dirhams From the Mint of Damascus (Dimashq) in the First Four Centuries of Islam” (forthcoming). These drachms were most probably those that were brought to Syria by the Sasanians when they occupied this Byzantine-held region in 610-29 CE. It is probably this silver that the Arabs levied as taxes on the locals just after their conquest of Syria in 636 CE. – requiring the payment of dīnārs “who possessed gold” and dirhams “who possessed silver;” see, al-Balādhurī, The Origins of the Islamic State, pt. 1, tr. P.K. Hitti (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1968), 191. Also see Morony, “Syria Under the Persians 610-629,” 87-95.

57 It needs to be observed that the reactivation of these coins in the monetary economy of the central Islamic lands after ca. 126 H. was most probably connected with the need for coinage of all types to pay troops involved in the ‘Abbāsid Revolution.
copped coinage was sufficient for the running of the monetary economy in Bilād al-Shām during the period in question, and whatever quantity of dirhams struck at Damascus was adequate for the purposes that they served. In this connection, it can be proposed that silver coinage in Greater Syria was largely minted for merchants, particularly the long-distance traders who operated between the gold Syria-al-Jazīra zone and the silver al-‘Irāq zone and those areas further east. Seeing that Damascus was the political center of the caliphate, the seat of the caliph, and center of his court, dirhams may well have been needed to pay visiting merchants from the east. Copper and gold coins would have sufficed the local traders or those operating in Bilād al-Shām. In this regard, quite telling about the nature of monetary circulation in Syria are the numismatic finds from the archaeological excavations of Antioch carried out in 1932-39, which unearthed some 10,000 medieval Islamic coins, almost all of which (indeed perhaps all) were fulūs.58 Evidently, dirhams were not only a rarity in this important urban commercial center of Syria but rarely, if ever, used as everyday local currency.

That coins were struck at times specifically for merchants is known in the written record: al-Ḥajjāj, the governor of al-‘Irāq, allowed dirhams to be minted (“out of the good metal obtained from spurious coin [most probably mostly Sasanian drachms – RKK], alloyed silver, and counterfeit coin”) for merchants and “others” at the mint of Wāsiṭ.59 To be sure, it is logical that merchants would gravitate towards royal courts for at least three reasons. For one, the court usually held huge purchasing power in the form of easily transferrable wealth – coins. Second, there was always demand at court for various everyday commodities and luxuries amongst the royals, their administrators, and attendants. Third, whether on campaign or at home, courts were invariably accompanied by soldier who needed weapons, armor, clothing, provisions, riding animals, and numerous other necessities and luxuries. Whether caliph or governor, the head of the court had to pay their entourages and did so through the issue of coins.60 The concentrated, localized demand for various goods and services at court and its great purchasing power would have attracted merchants to carry their goods there and exchange them for coins. In this way, dirhams could well have been minted at court either specifically to pay merchants for their merchandise or as payments to their attendants and army (as it appears to have occurred in 100 H. with the mint of Damascus) who, in turn, forwarded them to merchants in exchange for their goods.

58 I shall like to thank Dr. Alan M. Stahl, Curator of Numismatics, Firestone Library, RBSC, Princeton University, for kindly informing me about this collection.


60 For arguments and examples concerning the issue of coins to pay soldiers, see Kennedy, The Armies of the Caliphs, 69ff.
Choice of metal to strike coins most probably depended on the metallic zone where they were minted, but at times also on the metal that was available at hand. For instance, when Qutayba ibn Muslim conquered Paykand/Bīkand (the “city of merchants”) near Bukhārā in Soğd in 87 H., he took as booty huge quantities of silver and gold in the form of vessels and enormous idols containing gold and silver. From this metal, he ordered the production of coins, which yielded 150,000 mithqāls (660 kilograms of gold) or dīnārs.61 Thus, although operating in the traditional silver monetary zone of central Asia, the coins Qutayba ordered to be struck were gold (presumably alloyed with silver, i.e., electrum) because this was the metal that was immediately available. Significantly, when in nearby Marw, Muslim soldiers (who were apparently issued these coins) used them to purchase arms, armor, clothing, riding animals, and horses at astronomical prices set in the traditional for the area silver currency, e.g., coat of mail up to 700 dirhams, spears worth 50 to 70 dirhams, and a shield 50-60 dirhams.62 As with the agencies that issued coins, on occasion merchants had no choice of the types of coins they had to accept for their goods. However, when struck under normative circumstances (for instance at Damascus, not on some campaign) and provided that various types of bullions were available, the choice of metal would have been that of the monetary zone within which they were issued. Had there been a need to strike dirhams in substantive quantities and regularly at Damascus, as opposed to dīnārs and fulūs, there is little reason to believe that the caliphs would not have done so. Situated well within the gold-copper zone during the Umayyad era, Syria had little need for silver coins for its larger monetary economy and those that were already available in its lands or treasuries were apparently adequate for its needs. Here it would be apt to observe that during the early caliphate of Hārūn al-Rashīd (170-193 H.) Greater Syria was still taxed exclusively (raisins aside) in gold: 1,440,000-1,576,000 dīnārs combined from Damascus, Qinnasrīn, al-‘Awāsim, Ḥimṣ, Jordan, and Palestine.63 Damascus, as the other areas, was most probably supplied with gold from the mines in Arabia, Yamān,64 and Egypt


64 Gold mines were known and exploited during the sixth through the ninth centuries in Arabia at such mines as ma’dīn banū Sulaym, Qabalīya, Juhayna, al-‘Abāl, al-‘Aqīq, al-Najādī, and al-Ḍarīy. Aside from possessing large reserves of these metals and exploiting them during the time in question, most of the mines lay along important commercial and pilgrimage routes of Arabia, e.g., Darb Zubayda
(Nubia in particular\textsuperscript{65}): in addition to Syria, these regions were also taxed in dīnārs.\textsuperscript{66} Overall, it will be argued that whatever dirhams that were minted at Damascus were most probably struck for long-distance commercial purposes and issued from the silver forwarded to the city in the form of taxes, booty, or gift to the caliph or bayt al-māl, most probably coming from the east, Wāsiṭ in particular.

Like Damascus, Wāsiṭ had no local silver mines for the striking of its dirhams. Unlike Damascus, however, this city lay within the silver zone of al-‘Irāq. It was also situated on the Tigris that connected it to several key urban centers of the region such as al-Madā’in (the old Persian capital city of Ctesiphon in Iraq), al-Kūfa, and al-Baṣra, the latter of which tied Wāsiṭ to al-Ahwāz, the Persian Gulf, Fāris, ‘Umān, al-Yamāma, al-Baḥrayn, and beyond. By way of these cities and regions that lay inside the former Sasanian silver zone, Wāsiṭ accessed the metal for the striking of its masses of dirhams and, in doing so, continue the tradition of emitting silver coins in the old Persian east. The question that remains is why Wāsiṭ, not some other nearby city, came to act as the key mint for al-‘Irāq? The answer is found in the position the city held as the main Syrian garrison outpost in the eastern province, a site that produced mass quantities of dirhams to pay the troops and had access to great volumes of silver for their minting.\textsuperscript{67} Indeed, during the Umayyad era, silver gravitated here in various forms through the numerous campaigns launched east into Transoxiana, Farğanā, and India. Perhaps the best example that can be mentioned from the written sources that reflects this are Muḥammad ibn al-Qāsim’s raids into al-Sīnd in the early eighth century C.E. Just during this campaign there he was able to plunder an

\begin{itemize}
  \item Gold reserves were available in the Nubian mines of Wādī al-‘Allāqī and others near by; gold began to come into the Arab world as soon as Egypt was annexed in 31 h. and it is know that by the mid-ninth century ce. the Arab governor of Egypt received tribute from these tribes in the form of gold ore in the amount of 400 mithqāls or 1875 kilograms annually; see, G.I. Dzhaparidze, “Rudniki blagorodnykh metallov na blizhnem i srednem Vostoke v VIII-X vv.,” in G.F. Girs and E.A. Davidovich, eds., \textit{Blizhnii i srednii Vostok. Tovarno-denezhnye otnosheniia pri feodalizme} (Moscow: Nauka, 1980), 83; Ya’qūbī, \textit{Les Pays} – Ya’kūbī, \textit{Les Pays/Kitāb al-buldān,} tr. G. Wiet (Cairo: l’Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale, 1937), 190.
  \item el-‘Alī, “Miscellanea,” 309-10.
\end{itemize}
equivalent of 120 million dirhams worth of loot, much of which appears to have come from a Buddhist sanctuary “The House of Gold” in al-Multān. This sum he passed over to the governor of al-‘Irāq, al-Ḥajjāj.68 On his death in 95 H., the latter left 100 million dīnārs and 17 million dirhams (according to another account 200 million dirhams) in the State Treasury (bayt al-māl) of Wāsiṭ, all of which were then transferred to Caliph al-Walīd I (86-96 H.), who was in Dayr Mūrran (in the Ghūṭa outside of Damascus), and subsequently melted down at the mint (although not necessarily reminted), presumably in Damascus.69 Whether or not this was the normal way silver entered Syria during this mid-Umayyad era,70 its availability there did not necessarily lead to the immediate production of dirhams; interestingly, Figure I shows no significant escalation in dirham production at Damascus in 95-96 H. when Wāsiṭ’s bayt al-māl was forwarded to the caliph. But, of course, it is quite possible that this was the silver that was used for the mass striking of dirhams at Damascus in 100 H., or just after Wāsiṭ ceased to be the seat of the governor in 97 H. and its mint was shut in 100 H.

Overall, while neither Damascus nor Wāsiṭ had any local silver mines, the latter was situated within the silver zone and had immediate and voluminous supply of this metal for the striking of dirhams. Damascus, situated within the traditional Byzantine gold zone had little need to emit dirhams in any notable quantities, since these coins were most probably of secondary importance to the larger regional monetary markets and the economy as a whole, perhaps aside from serving the needs of cross-regional merchants. Altogether, with the functioning of one mint at Damascus in all of Greater Syria, the paucity and irregularity of its output particularly in the 100s-120s H., and the general monolithic coin stock that circulated in the region (local and limited to the central Islamic lands), it is difficult to see how Syria came to merge with the silver zone of the eastern Islamic lands during the Umayyad era.

* * *

Beginning to strike dirhams at Damascus as early as 132 H. under Caliph al-Saffāḥ, the ‘Abbāsids were responsible for the production of 8.6% of all Damascus dirhams, a rather miserable sum, particularly when considering that this dynasty controlled the city for four times longer than the Umayyad. These dirhams were emitted


69 Book of Gifts and Rarities, 202-3.

70 For a discussion of problems with the study of revenue collection and transfer of funds to the caliph from the provinces, see Kennedy, The Armies of the Caliphs, 75.
mostly (81.4%) in the years 199-235 H. (40.7%), 238-251 H. (20%), and 308-327 H. (20.7%). Quite striking is the near total absence of emissions during the first half century of ‘Abbāsid rule when only 6.7% of all dirhams minted at Damascus by the dynasty were coined. All in all, under the ‘Abbāsids Damascus was clearly a secondary mint, one that produced few dirhams and did so very erratically. More or less the same picture is drawn for the Ikhshīdids, who issued their “official” dirhams at the mint in 331-358 H. While they struck a very nominal number of these coins in absolute volumes (1.6% of the total Damascus issues), considering that they minted these dirhams for a period of less than three decades, in relative terms to the Abbāsids, the Ikhshīdids coined a comparatively larger quantity of these coins. Some thoughts for why this was the case will be offered below.

The marginal position the mint at Damascus held under the ‘Abbāsids and Ikhshīdids can again be explained by the absence of local silver mines and the removal of bayt al-māl from the city, leading to the termination in the flow of tax and booty revenue in the form of silver. Nonetheless, it will be argued that the most salient reason for the great paucity and irregularity of dirham production at the mint can be connected with the retention of the traditional bimetallic gold-copper monetary economy in Syria until the 280s H. It must be observed that while the al-Jazīra region entered the silver zone relatively early, it did so very tentatively. There, dirhams came to be struck at such mints as Ḥarrān, al-Mawṣil, and al-Jazīra in the pre-101 H. era, although not regularly or in any notable quantities. After closure in 96 H., al-Jazīra again struck some dirhams in 126-132 H. as a result of Marwān II’s transfer of the capital from Damascus to Ḥarrān, but then terminated with the death of this caliph. It was only in the early 180s/late 190s H. and then the 250s-260s H. that the al-Jazīra region again witnessed some activity: al-Rāfiqa starting in 183 H.; al-Raqqa in 199 H.; Naṣībīn in the 250s H.; and, al-Mawṣil in the 260s H.).

The situation in al-‘Awāṣim and Syria, however, was quite different: there were no dirham mints there at all other than Damascus until the 280s H., when three additional mints came to strike the coins in the two regions – Ḥalab in Syria and al-Maṣṣīṣa and Ṭarsūs in eastern Anatolia. Probably not coincidentally, that same decade witnessed three other mints issuing dirhams in al-Jazīra (Āmid, Ḥarrān, and Ra’s al-‘Ayn). The 290s H. saw the addition of Filāsṭīn (Palestine), although this mint issued some coins in 263 H., and Ḥimṣ in Syria. In 300 H. Anṭākiyya began to strike dirhams in eastern Anatolia and Ṭabariyya in Palestine started to operate in 315 H. In this way, while al-Jazīra entered the eastern silver zone already in the pre-101 H. era, although not very firmly until the 180s H. (if not the 250s-260s H.71), it continued to

---

71 To better determine when upper Mesopotamia joined in the silver zone, it would be necessary to first ascertain the extent and depth of its place in it – something that can be done through the study the relative volumes and regularity in the production of dirhams at its mints, a subject that will be left
develop as a mint within this sphere in the following decades as more mints in the region began to strike dirhams. However, areas west of it – Syria and eastern Anatolia – evidently lay outside of the silver zone until the 280s H. Before then, Damascus was the sole mint to emit dirhams in this area and when it did, very few of them were struck and quite irregularly. Again, it can be suggested that these coins were issued by the mint of Damascus mainly at the request of interregional merchants operating between Syria and silver-zone areas to its east.

The entrance of Syria and eastern Anatolia into the silver zone in the 280s-290s H. seems to be reflected in the production of dirhams at Damascus. In Figure III it can be seen that with the mid-280s H. there is an apparent incline in the emission of these coins at the mint. Indeed, between the 280s and the late 330s H. Damascus issued more than a third (ca. 37%) of all the coins struck by the Abbāsids and the Ikhshīdids at the mint. This interval of 55 years represents a quarter of the two centuries of minting at Damascus – 132-339 H. Thus, at the very same time when other dirham mints began to operate in Syria, Palestine, and eastern Anatolia, Damascus experienced a mild renaissance in its production of the coins. Where silver came from to be struck into these dirhams remains a question to be answered. In the same way, the reason why this western-most region of the Near East entered the silver zone then and not before is a question that is best left for another study.

CONCLUSION

By way of conclusion, several salient findings and larger observations will be underscored. First, this study has examined 159 dirham hoards with Damascus issues deposited across a wide area of Afro-Eurasia between the early years of the first and the early years of the fourth centuries H. Together, these hoards contained at least 1822 dirhams minted at Damascus sometime during the first four centuries of Islam, issued by the Umayyad, ‘Abbāsid, and Ikhshīdīd dynasties. Using the “hoard-count” method of estimating mint emissions, which provides data on the relative (not absolute) mint output, it has been determined that the mint of Damascus underwent a period of significant activity only during the Umayyad era, a time when it served as the capital of the caliphate. But, even during this period, the mint actively produced the coins on a relatively large scale and regularly only in the years spanning 79 to 100 H. or some two decades following the dirham reforms of ‘Abd al-Malik. Subsequently, Damascus produced coins in lower volumes and less regularly until the mint collapsed in 127 H. or when the city ceased to be the capital of the Islamic world.
Not possessing local silver mines and bereft of revenue transfers from the provinces, after 127 H. the dirham mint of Damascus was at best marginal in the production of these coins through the ‘Abbāsid and Ikhshīdid eras. However, perhaps the most important reason why Damascus issued so few dirhams in absolute terms (vis-à-vis Wāsiṭ) and relative terms to itself (vis-à-vis pre-100 H., 101-127 H., and post-Umayyad eras) has to do with Greater Syria’s exclusion from the silver monetary zone that lay to its east – the territories of the old Sasanian Empire of al-‘Irāq and further eastwards. Indeed, it was only in the 280s-290s H. that Syria seems to have begun to enter the silver zone, but it did so only slowly and feebly, as dirhams came to be struck only a few other mints that became operative from the 280s to the 310s H. While the dirhams output of Damascus witnessed an escalation during this period, it was negligible when compared to the production of these coins at the mint during the Umayyad era.

Taken as a whole, until the 280s H. the mint at Damascus most probably struck dirhams mainly for its cross-regional commerce with the silver-zone to its east. Otherwise, Syria’s monetary economy was based on the copper-gold standard that it inherited and retained from the pre-Islamic/early Byzantine tradition of this bimetallic currency. The relative paucity and irregularity in the production of dirhams at the mint of Damascus for much of the early Muslim era thus does not bespeak the city’s poverty. Nor does it speak of the unavailability of silver for the striking of these coins, at least not for nearly all of the Umayyad era when Damascus was the capital of the Islamic civilization. It was largely Greater Syria’s copper-gold metallic zone that marginalized the production of silver coinage for its regional monetary economy.

Finally, it must be emphasized that the above conclusions could not have been reached at using any other method for estimating dirham mint production other than the “hoard-count” approach. What is more, having established the salient patterns of dirham production at the mint of Damascus, it is possible to discuss the circulation patterns of these coins across Afro-Eurasia using the same technique. Again, only this methodology can shed light on the important questions of where and when these coins circulated: no collection or museum corpus or coin checklist can offer such information. Thus, looking ahead, since Damascus was one of the only Near Eastern mints to strike dirhams (although not always regularly) during the course of most of the Umayyad, all of the ‘Abbāsid, and Ikhshīdid eras, these coins can serve as proxies to address the question of Near Eastern dirham circulation in context of a prolonged chronological framework that spans some three centuries. These coins can also shed light on the export and circulation of Damascus dirhams in regions outside of the caliphate, mainly in Northern Europe. These issues will be the subjects of a forthcoming study.72

---

72 Kovalev, “Circulation of Dirhams From the Mint of Damascus.”